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1. Introduction
The U.S. cannabis industry in 2017 continued to break new ground in several respects, with the
development of various wholesale market landscapes in individual states beginning to flesh out
characteristics that could define national commerce in the future. As the only company currently
employing validated methods established in the traditional commodity data realm, Cannabis
Benchmarks provides a uniquely informative picture of the collective U.S. cannabis market and
its constituent states via unbiased, independent assessments of wholesale cannabis prices.
From a national perspective, a glance at the performance of the U.S. Cannabis Spot Index in
2017 might give the impression of stability and maturity, especially compared to the bumpier
courses taken by the national composite price in prior years. Abrupt movements in the U.S. Spot
were few and far between in 2017, with seasonal forces exerting pressures largely as expected.
Meanwhile, inventory management practices progressed, with fewer fluctuations in average deal
sizes than has been observed in the past. Yet, the downward march of the national average
continued and new depths were plumbed in 2017, even as major state markets faced significant
regulatory uncertainty.
Despite the establishment of historically low wholesale prices on both the national and state
levels, the rate of decline documented in 2016 was tempered in 2017. The preparations and
apprehensions of market participants in California for the imposition of licensing and regulation
in 2018 appear to have played a significant role in propping up the U.S. Spot in 2017 from
potentially sinking further and faster than it was observed to have done. Turbulence in Oregon’s
market as the still-young licensed system worked to gain steady footing also provided a buffer to
the downward pull of wholesale cannabis prices in Colorado and Washington State, which
skidded downward almost unceasingly in the second half of 2017. By the end of the year,
though, supply side rates in Oregon looked to follow the trail blazed by the nation’s two most
mature markets.
The relatively early arrival of quickly sinking prices to the Beaver State - as well as experiences
and observations from Colorado and Washington - both provide footholds and raise questions for
those working to catch up to the early movers. In their third year of licensed and regulated
adult-use sales, the two more developed systems provide glimpses of what demand growth might
look like in states with developing or not-yet-underway adult-use markets, including Oregon.
Previously unheard of low rates in Colorado and Washington raise the question of where the
bottom of the market for wholesale commercial cannabis might lie. Oregon’s own experience
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with licensed adult-use sales has been unique, and provides a case study of how a buyer’s market
can develop more quickly than has been documented in the past.
Further down the line - but perhaps more quickly than one might think - falling rates and general
volatility in regulated commercial cannabis systems raise the question of how cultivators and
other production side businesses can manage wholesale price risk and hedge against shrinking
margins. Case studies and examples from other industries provide clues, but the distinctive
nature of cannabis as a product, as well as its idiosyncratic legal status, mean that stakeholders
must forge their own paths in some respects, such as the establishment of standardized grades for
determining relative product quality. Although cannabis has been characterized by some as too
varied for commoditization, observations from Colorado suggest otherwise, as do the
experiences of other commodities, such as coffee. Ultimately, standardized grades for product
and comprehensive wholesale price transparency, when agreed upon widely, can facilitate forms
of trading beneficial to a wide range of stakeholders.
Collectively, examinations of the wholesale pricing landscapes of the states included hereafter,
and their aggregation into a picture of the national market, provide perspective on issues critical
to consider in the formation and management of state-legal cannabis markets - and, eventually, a
nationwide one - such as approaches to licensing, production management, taxation, and quality
assurance testing of product, to name a few. Stakeholders and regulators across the U.S. and
beyond can employ the impartial assessments and analysis of Cannabis Benchmarks to assist in
reaching sound policy decisions based on validated data. Meanwhile, market participants whether those dealing directly with the plant, or ancillary product and service providers - can and
do utilize our products and services to transact day-to-day business with confidence, while also
laying the foundation for a solid future.
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2. Overview & Analysis of U.S. Wholesale Cannabis Prices
2.1. U.S. Cannabis Spot Index Performance & Highlights
Cannabis Benchmarks® has developed an aggregated index of wholesale cannabis prices in legal
state markets: The U.S. Cannabis Spot Index. Each week, all observed state trading is combined
to create a volume-weighted average Index. The U.S. Spot Index provides a snapshot of broader
market trends. The graph below charts the course of the U.S. Spot Index from the outset of our
reporting in April 2015 through the last full calendar year. Over the course of 2017, the U.S.
Spot Index averaged $1,562 per pound, off 12.7% from 2016’s full-year average price.

2017 was marked by a continuation of generally low prices, relative stability through the first
three quarters of the year, and a traditional Q4 decline driven by a favorable outdoor growing
season and robust fall harvest, topics that will be examined further below, primarily in Section 3.
After opening 2017 at $1,532 per pound in the week ending January 6th, the U.S. Spot Index
would demonstrate remarkable stability over the first six months of the year, averaging $1,613
per pound in Q1 2017 and $1,615 per pound in Q2 2017, while also ascending to its annual peak
of $1,682 per pound at the end of March, two months earlier than the same event in 2016. We
discuss the course of the national composite price and notable trends from the first half of last
year in our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report. Q3 2017 would see the U.S. Spot continue
to chart a relatively steady course, averaging $1,603 per pound.
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However, after H1 2017 saw monthly national volume-weighted average prices demonstrate
familiar and consistent behavior - rising in each of the first four months of the year to peak in
April, followed by consecutive month-over-month declines in May and June - Q3 2017’s
monthly price movement was more uneven, though the magnitude of the changes remained
small. The U.S. Spot Index averaged $1,614 per pound in July 2017, up 2.2% from June’s
average rate of $1,579 per pound. August 2017’s national monthly composite price was
documented at $1,582 per pound, down 2% month-over-month. Q3 2017 would close by
averaging $1,612 per pound in September, an increase of 1.9% from the month prior.
The months that make up Q3 of any given year are marked by competing pressures on wholesale
rates in the West Coast States and Colorado, which account for the vast majority of the country’s
wholesale cannabis trading, as we detail in Section 2.5. Prior to the proliferation and expansion
of licensed production that has taken place in recent years, Q3 was traditionally a period marked
by elevated wholesale pricing. Supplies from the prior year’s autumn harvest would be
dwindling, with buyers looking to the production of indoor growers to tide them over until a
wave of new flower would begin to be cut down and hit the market in Q4. However, warehouse
growers in states with licensed adult-use systems have expanded and now generate significantly
more year-round supply than they did when their markets were limited to only medical patients.
Additionally, the proliferation of light-deprivation greenhouse cultivation has become a source of
volumes of freshly-harvested flower in the summer months that is more than sufficient to move
wholesale prices. Our Annual Review & Outlook: 2016-2017 Edition includes a detailed
examination of the dramatic effects of large summer harvests on the national composite price, as
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well as on state Spot Indices in the major Western markets in 2016. Although Q3 2017 saw the
U.S. Spot continue the relatively smooth path that it tread in the first half of the year, monthly
national-level rates for greenhouse and outdoor product demonstrated the impact of
light-deprivation supplies on wholesale pricing. In July, when the year’s first round of
light-deprivation harvests typically reach market in earnest, the national monthly rate for
greenhouse flower fell to $1,379 per pound, off 8.2% from the average monthly price for the first
half of the year of $1,502 per pound. July’s monthly volume-weighted average rate for
greenhouse flower was the second-lowest observed in 2017, above only December’s, when
general oversupply situations in the major Western markets pushed down wholesale pricing
across the board, a topic we explore in more depth below.
The mid-summer surge of new supply from greenhouse growers also depresses rates for outdoor
product, which in July is generally at least eight months old. July 2017 saw the national rate for
outdoor flower fall to $1,026 per pound, the second-lowest monthly price for this grow type after
only November, a month in which the fall harvest floods wholesale cannabis markets with such
product. The abundance of greenhouse and outdoor supply in recent summers means that some
traditional wholesale pricing trends that coalesced prior to the development of large state-legal
markets have been upended. Instead of being a period of the year’s most expensive supply side
rates - as it was in 2015, when the U.S. Spot Index reached its annual high in early September Q3 has for the past two years seen national price declines relative to the first two quarters. This
has led to the national weekly composite rate peaking earlier in the year in each of the last two
years. 2016’s annual high price occurred in late May, while the U.S. Spot’s 2017 annual peak of
$1,682 per pound was documented in the week ending March 31st.
2017 U.S. Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

U.S. Spot Index

$1,562

$1,368

November 17

$1,682

March 31

Outdoor Spot

$1,092

$836

September 8

$1,323

June 30

Greenhouse Spot

$1,444

$1,215

December 15

$1,627

February 3

Indoor Spot

$1,804

$1,584

November 17

$1,992

January 20

9.8 pounds

6.0 pounds

March 31

16.1 pounds

November 3

Avg. Deal Size

One thing that has not changed regarding the behavior of wholesale rates in the U.S. cannabis
market is Q4’s traditional price slide, driven by the autumn harvest. Outdoor harvests generally
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commence in the second half of September, reach their peak in October - referred to informally
as “Croptober” by many in the industry - with some varieties that take longer to mature fully cut
down in November, weather permitting.
2017 reportedly saw particularly favorable outdoor growing conditions in the country’s prime
cannabis farming areas of northern California, southern Oregon, and east of the Cascade
Mountains in Washington State. Cultivators in those regions attested that warm temperatures,
sunny skies, low humidity, and almost no precipitation extended well into October in most cases,
allowing for bountiful harvests with relatively little crop loss to mold or other pests.
Furthermore, additional rounds of light-deprivation greenhouse harvests take place in late
summer and early fall, with specific timing varying based on region and the idiosyncrasies of
individual cultivation operations.
The combination of large outdoor and greenhouse crops reaching market almost simultaneously
has caused national wholesale rates to drop notably in Q4 of every year in which we have
reported on such prices. In 2017, the U.S. Spot Index reached its annual trough of $1,368 per
pound in the week ending November 17th. In 2016 the U.S. Spot reached its yearly bottom in the
week ending November 11th, while 2015 saw the low point of the national composite price
established in the week ending November 20th. For the entirety of Q4 2017, the national
composite price averaged $1,417 per pound, down 11.6% from Q3 2017’s average U.S. Spot rate
of $1,603 per pound. Further perspective on trends that characterized wholesale pricing in Q4
2017, as well as year-over-year comparisons and their implications, are undertaken below, in
Section 3.2.
Finally, the chart below, on the following page, shows aggregated wholesale prices for flower
traded in adult-use and medical markets nationwide. Throughout 2017, the national rate for
product grown and intended for sale to registered patients in medical cannabis systems tracked
above the U.S. Spot Index, while that for flower produced for sale to the general adult public was
consistently lower than the national composite price, sometimes by in excess of $250 per pound,
as was the case in early summer.
Of course, higher rates for product intended for sale to patients is not surprising, as a national
assessment of such prices is propped up by the volume-weighted average rates of smaller,
medical-only markets, all of which settled higher than the U.S. Spot in every week of 2017.
It must be pointed out that all trading in California in 2017 was technically classified as medical,
as regulated adult-use sales did not begin until 2018. The inclusion of California transaction data
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as medical is primarily responsible for the steep harvest season decline that can be seen in
national prices for such flower, although low-priced deals observed in Oregon and Colorado at
that time also contributed.

National rates for product grown for sale to general consumers were constituted primarily by
transaction data from Colorado, Washington State, and Oregon. Wholesale price reporting from
Alaska and Nevada contributed as well, though the former is a relatively small market, while the
latter did not begin adult-use sales until mid-way through 2017, and was in part responsible for
the national-level price rise in rates for recreational flower observed in July. If the newer markets
of Oregon and Nevada were removed from the equation, analysis of wholesale pricing in the
adult-use markets of Colorado and Washington would likely have resulted in a fairly steady
decline from April through the end of the year.
This chart will look much different in 2018, as regulated trading in California will eventually be
differentiated into impermeable medical and adult-use sectors, as it is in Colorado. Meanwhile,
Oregon’s medical cannabis program has been greatly diminished as the adult-use market grows,
and will likely not see the transfer of volumes sufficient to affect national price assessments.
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2.2. National Supply Mix & Deal Size Overview
The national supply mix in 2017 saw certain trends continue from the prior year, while new
observations emerged regarding the relative volumes of each individual grow type traded.

The chart above illustrates the national supply mix by grow type on a weekly basis for the
preceding two full calendar years. A trend apparent in the visual representation of the data that
began in 2016 and continued into 2017 is the persistent prominence of greenhouse flower. While
such product accounted for less than a quarter of the total observed weight moved nationally in
2016 as a whole, the second half of that year saw greenhouse flower make up just under a third
of all volume traded, virtually matching the relative volume of greenhouse product in the entirety
of 2017.
The fact that increased proportions of greenhouse-grown product were reported to have been
traded beginning in Q3 2016 is not a random occurrence, but is in part a function of the seasonal
activities of cannabis farmers, particularly in the West Coast states, as well as Colorado. The first
round of light-deprivation crops is typically cut down around mid-late June and makes its way to
market in July. Light deprivation is a cultivation method that has grown in popularity in recent
years, which consist of forcing plants to flower earlier than their natural life cycle by blacking
out a greenhouse or hoop house structure using tarp or some other covering. The result is that
crops compelled to flower in the spring can be cut down as early as June, with additional rounds
harvested later, though specific schedules can vary depending on the individual operation. The
motivations behind the rise of light-deprivation techniques originated on the West Coast prior to
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widespread adult-use legalization and are discussed in detail in our Annual Review & Outlook:
2016-2017 Edition.
In Q3 2016, 31% of all reported weight moved was greenhouse product, up from 12% in the
prior quarter. Similarly, such flower in Q3 2017 saw its highest relative volume of any quarter in
that year, constituting 37% of the total documented weight moved, up from 31% in Q2 2017.
Immediately evident is the larger proportion of greenhouse product observed in Q2 2017
compared to Q2 2016, which is due to a couple of primary reasons.
First, even those “pulling tarp” - or rearing light-deprivation crops by using very simple hoop
house structures and minimal or no climate control - have become increasingly productive in
recent years, a statement that could be applied to cannabis farmers of all grow types. As cannabis
production has proliferated, market participants have reported that some light-deprivation
cultivators are sitting on significant volumes of flower that they are parceling out over the course
of the year, rather than attempting to sell off their harvests all at once. Indeed, the wholesale
market landscape that was established last summer, which saw prices fall to historically low
levels that in many cases have since been pushed down even further, removes the motivation to
sell immediately that existed in years past, when the mid to late summer was a season of scarce
supply and the highest wholesale prices one would typically see all year.
Second, sophisticated, climate-controlled greenhouse operations are being established in states
with adult-use legalization, with some expanding production in 2017 relative to 2016. Such
facilities can in some cases produce on schedules similar to warehouses, resulting in the
generation of greater volumes of flower more consistently throughout the year. Still, the
increased amount of sunlight that accompanies the spring and summer months provides a boost
to crops reared during that period, leading to more robust harvests relative to the autumn or
winter months, when supplemental lighting must be employed, rather than light deprivation.
In Q4 of each of the past two years, greenhouse product’s relative volume remained prominent,
but declined somewhat compared to Q3 - to 30% in Q4 2016 and 33% in Q4 2017. This is due to
the increased proportions of outdoor-grown flower generated by the autumn harvest that reaches
its peak in October, with significant volumes of product coming to market in the latter part of
that month and in November. In both 2016 and 2017, Q3 saw the relative volume of outdoor
flower on a national level hit its lowest ebb, at 18% and 9%, respectively. Outdoor product’s
share of the total documented weight transacted would then peak in Q4 of each of the past two
years, at 39% in 2016 and 22% in 2017.
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The smaller relative volumes of outdoor flower reported in 2017 point to another divergence
from 2016’s observations. While such product accounted for 28% of all documented weight
moved in 2016 as a whole, that figure fell to 18% in 2017, with the latter illustrated in the chart
above. One reason for the year-over-year decline in the relative volume of outdoor flower is
reports from market participants that greater proportions of such production are being sold to
processors - sometimes as trim that originated as flower, but was transformed to avoid higher
flower tax rates - rather than retailers. In other words, outdoor-grown cannabis is being employed
increasingly as raw material for extracts and infused products, as opposed to being put on the
shelf for sale as flower.
The year-over-year decline in the relative volume of outdoor flower documented in 2017 should
not be taken as evidence that there was a decrease in the production of such product. In fact, the
volume of outdoor flower traded nationally that was documented by our price reporters increased
substantially in 2017 compared to the prior year. For example, in Q4 2017, the period of the fall
harvest, the total volume of outdoor product captured in our price assessments increased by
nearly 30% compared to the amount documented in Q4 2016. Additionally, the relative
frequency of transactions for such flower decreased by only 3% in 2017 compared to 2016,
suggesting that a proportionally similar amount of trades for outdoor product were being
executed, but relatively less volume was being moved as flower for sale to end consumers,
whether retail customers or registered medical cannabis patients. Finally, increased overall
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production of more aesthetically pleasing warehouse and greenhouse product resulted in
wholesale buyers having greater amounts of such flower with which to stock one’s shelves on
offer, and generally at lower rates than in years past.
In examining the Transaction Stats chart on the previous page, one significant point of common
ground that exists between 2016 and 2017 is that the share of the total observed weight moved
constituted by indoor product amounted to roughly 50% in each year. Interestingly, though, such
an overall commonality is not particularly evident in the supply mix chart on page 11. This is due
to the fact that the relative volumes of warehouse-grown product experienced increased stability
in 2017 compared to 2016. For example, while indoor flower’s share of the total documented
weight transacted declined from Q3 to Q4 in each of the past two years as the outdoor harvest
was cut down and brought to market, 2017 saw a decrease of only 9% in that period - from 54%
to 45% - while such product in 2016 experienced in that span a 20% contraction in its relative
volume - from 51% to 31%. Speaking of all grow types generally, the national supply mix was
more steady and consistent on both a quarterly and monthly basis in 2017 relative to 2016.

The relative stability in the national supply mix over the course of 2017 is evident in the chart
above, which displays national average deal sizes by grow type and month. Only a handful of
dramatic fluctuations were observed, the most obvious being the spike in the average volume of
transactions involving outdoor-grown product in October and November, the prime fall harvest
months. The average size of trades for such flower documented in those months surpass any
monthly average deal size for the same grow type recorded in 2016, and by a significant
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measure, again suggesting that outdoor crops were in many cases larger in 2017 than in the year
prior.
Apart from the anomalous fluctuation in February, the monthly average deal size for greenhouse
flower charted a smoother course overall in 2017 relative to 2016. Whereas the difference
between the smallest and largest monthly average transaction volume for such product in 2017
was 14 pounds, in 2016 it was 25. Still, there are some similarities. Both years saw larger
average deal sizes in the second half of the year rather than the first, which again makes sense
when one considers that most hoop house and greenhouse harvests are being brought in from late
June onward.
However, despite that timing, the chart on the previous page shows that average transaction
volumes for greenhouse flower surged in the final third of the year. This could be due in part to
the continual buildup of product harvested over the course of the summer and into the fall
prompting growers to move their inventory as the year wore on. Additionally, larger average deal
sizes for greenhouse flower from September onward could be attributable to the fact that prices
for such product dropped over the course of the year. The national monthly volume-weighted
average for greenhouse flower opened 2017 at $1,539 per pound in January and closed the year
at $1,286 per pound in December. In general, greenhouse cultivators needed to move larger
volumes in the latter months of 2017 to garner the same revenues that they were seeing in the
early months of the year.
It is possible that a similar motivation was behind the more robust average deal sizes observed
for indoor-grown product in some of the later months of 2017. In a departure from 2016, which
saw monthly average transaction volumes for warehouse flower generally decline as the year
progressed, October and November 2017 were documented as having the largest average trades
for such product. The national quarterly volume-weighted average rate for indoor flower in Q4
2017 dropped to $1,666 per pound, down 8.7% from $1,816 per pound in Q3. Each of the major
state markets also saw quarter-over-quarter decreases in going prices for such product in the
same span.
Finally, we must also mention market conditions in California in regard to the general increase in
monthly average deal sizes across all grow types in the latter portion of 2017. The closing
months of last year were the final ones before the opening of the state’s regulated market. Sellers
were motivated to move their inventory in order to raise capital to cover licensing fees and other
regulatory expenses. On the other hand, wholesale buyers intent on entering the regulated system
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in 2018 were looking to stock up on flower and other products, due to the fact that a “Transition
Period” in the state’s rules allowed inventory obtained in 2017, prior to the opening of the
licensed market, to be sold to patients and consumers through the first six months of 2018, even
though it might not meet new testing mandates and other requirements. We discuss these matters
and their impact on wholesale prices in California in more detail below, in Section 4.1. In short,
participants in the nation’s largest cannabis market had concrete motivations to move increased
amounts of flower in the last few months of 2017.
Despite the larger average deal sizes observed in the latter portion of 2017, 2016 still saw bigger
transaction volumes for the most part when considering each year in its entirety, as seen in the
chart below.

Only indoor flower saw a year-over-year increase in the average size of deals for such product,
while the annual average transaction volume for greenhouse flower contracted sharply in 2017,
by almost 45%. As alluded to above, monthly average transaction volumes for greenhouse
flower were particularly turbulent in 2016, as such cultivators dealt with significantly increased
production relative to the year prior and appeared to sometimes struggle to find their footing
managing larger volumes of inventory in such a way so as to not cause abrupt pricing
fluctuations.
Based on our observations from the beginning of our reporting in April 2015, improvements in
inventory management by buyers and sellers have progressed continually as markets have
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matured. Average deal sizes have in general shrunk and become more regular month-to-month,
while much of 2017 was marked by stability in wholesale prices not observed in prior years. It
must also be noted that Oregon’s licensed adult-use system, which opened for retail sales in
October 2016 and saw its first full calendar year of operation in 2017, has been documented to
have significantly smaller average deal sizes than its West Coast counterparts. Relatively
miniscule average transaction volumes for greenhouse and outdoor flower in particular helped to
shrink the national averages for those grow types in 2017.
When examining wholesale transactions individually, however, rather than in aggregate, one
quickly comes to the conclusion that most trades are for relatively small volumes. The chart
below shows the U.S. wholesale deal size for all observed transactions in 2017.

Relative to the same analysis for only the first six months of 2017, which can be found in our
2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report, core trends were sustained in the full year data,
although some divergences can be found upon close examination. For the entirety of 2017, the
majority of all documented wholesale trades for cannabis flower in state-legal markets
nationwide were for five pounds or less. However, compared to the first six months of 2017, the
full year analysis saw a slightly smaller proportion of deals fall into each individual volume
bucket up to and including the one encompassing transactions of between 10 and 20 pounds.
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Consequently, the percentage of all observed deals that were 20 pounds or larger is greater when
considering all of 2017, as opposed to just the first six months of the year. For the entire year,
14.3% of all reported transactions were for lots of 20 pounds or larger, as opposed to just under
11% of trades documented in the first six months of 2017. The fall harvest, which brings with it
the generation of volumes of product that at this point cannot be matched by indoor or
greenhouse cultivators alone, is undoubtedly behind the relative increase in larger deals observed
in the second half of 2017.
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2.3. Volume Discount Curve
The chart below shows the U.S. volume discount curve for 2017. Starting with the average price
for one pound, which was $1,781, the curve illustrates the average market price discount for each
incremental deal size.

A volume discount curve is a vital tool for buyers, sellers,
and other industry participants with exposure to wholesale
price risk. It provides critical insights needed for efficient
negotiation and pricing of bulk transactions, as well as
opportunities for hedging. Relative to the volume-discount
curve compiled based on trading from January through
June 2017, full-year data shows volume discounts
increasing across the board. Trades of 100 and 200 pounds
both saw their discounts increase by at least 2% compared
to H1 2017, while smaller deals saw smaller proportional
increases in their discounts.
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2.4. 2017 Transactions Analyzed by Grow Type & Price Range
The histogram below displays all wholesale transactions documented in 2017 by price range and
grow type. Organized in this way, the data reveals that the settlement prices of individual deals
last year were down sharply compared to 2016. Meanwhile, evidence of declining prices in a
full-year assessment of all trades executed in 2017 juxtaposed with data from only the first half
of the year requires closer examination. More detailed analysis of transaction data by grow type
and price range can be found in our previous special reports covering 2016 and H1 2017.

Taking into account deals from all of the various state cannabis markets across the U.S.,
indoor-grown flower is priced the most diversely and has retained its value the most of any of the
three grow types. This is due to the fact that product reared under artificial lamps is the only type
to be traded in every state, from small medical systems with high wholesale prices to mature
adult-use markets characterized by oversupply. Still, data from 2017 indicates that contract
prices for individual transactions involving warehouse flower are declining overall. In 2017, 40%
of such trades settled for greater than $2,000 per pound, down from about 45% in 2016.
Furthermore, 69% of documented deals for indoor product settled for greater than $1,500 per
pound in 2017, down from over 80% the prior year. However, the proportion of all 2017
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transactions for warehouse flower distributed in each price bucket is extremely similar to that
observed for H1 2017.
Greenhouse-grown flower in 2017 continued to see greater pricing consistency than the other
grow types, a trend observed from 2016 on. 70% of all reported trades for such product settled in
a $500 range, for between $1,001 and $1,500 per pound, comparable to H1 2017. A brief
comparison with H1 2017 data suggests little material difference in pricing for greenhouse
flower when viewed from a full-year perspective. However, closer analysis reveals that 30% of
documented transactions for product grown under glass or tarp were executed for between
$1,001 and $1,250 per pound in 2017 as a whole, up from under a quarter of all observed trades
in H1. When compared to 2016, a dramatic decline in wholesale rates for greenhouse flower can
be observed. In 2017, just over a quarter of all deals for such product settled for greater than
$1,500 per pound, whereas over 60% did so in 2016.
Finally, outdoor flower in 2017 showed ample evidence of declining wholesale rates. Despite
making up just under 10% of all deals for such product, the percentage of transactions for
field-grown flower in 2017 as a whole that closed for $750 per pound or less roughly tripled
compared to data from the first six months of the year. 40% of deals for outdoor product in 2017
settled for $1,000 per pound or less, up from less than 15% in 2016. Still, such flower was priced
relatively consistently, with about three quarters of all transactions executed in a $750 range,
between $751 and $1,500 per pound. It should be remembered that the vast majority of observed
trades for outdoor product in 2017 took place in the West Coast states.
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2.5. In 2017, Cannabis Benchmarks estimates that almost 3.7 million pounds of cannabis
flower were traded wholesale amongst participants in state-legal adult-use and medical
cannabis markets across the U.S., with such commerce worth nearly $5.7 billion. The
national market size figure just stated encompasses only flower sold or transferred by cultivators
to adult-use retailers and medical dispensaries, including internal transfers made by vertically
integrated operations. It includes transactions and transfers that took place in the states for which
we have assessed wholesale prices, namely: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oregon,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington State, and Washington, D.C.1
Our estimates of the size of individual markets are based on official production or sales volume
data issued by state regulators, where available. In the cases of states where such information is
not tracked or accessible, or was incomplete, historical and other pertinent data - such as sales
revenue, cannabis tax receipts, and patient and population figures - were considered in
conjunction with trends observed in markets where documentation does take place in order to
extrapolate estimates of the volume of cannabis flower traded. The total dollar value of the
flower traded wholesale in the U.S. was reached by multiplying each state’s average Spot Index
for 2017 by the estimated number of pounds traded in that market, then adding those totals
together. This method provides a more accurate value of the nationwide market, as opposed to
simply multiplying the estimated volume of cannabis flower traded wholesale by the U.S. Spot
Index, which is influenced heavily by the four major Western states, as we elaborate on just
below.
The markets listed above constitute virtually all state-legal wholesale cannabis commerce taking
place in the U.S. Our estimate of the total size of the country’s wholesale cannabis flower market
- 3.66 million pounds, to be more specific - is up by 22% compared to our assessment of the
volume of flower traded nationwide in 2016, which was about 3 million pounds.
The growth in the volume of cannabis flower traded wholesale nationwide is attributable to
several factors. Existing markets expanded, with new licensees coming online and already
operational ones increasing their production capacity in both large, more mature adult-use
systems and smaller medical-only programs. For example, we estimate that the amount of flower
transferred from growers to retailers and medical dispensaries in Colorado in 2017 grew by over
20% year-over-year, while the volume of flower that made its way to patients in Arizona’s
sizeable medical cannabis system swelled by almost 50% compared to 2016. Additionally, both
1

Thanks to Dr. Jim MacRae for his estimate of the volume of cannabis produced in Washington State in 2017.
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Oregon and Alaska saw their first full calendar year of licensed adult-use cannabis commerce in
2017, with the ranks of licensees and flower production growing over the course of the year,
though the size of the latter’s market in 2017 was quite modest relative to those of other states
with full legalization. Nevada cultivators also significantly increased their production from 2016
in preparation to meet elevated demand, which arrived with the beginning of adult-use sales in
the state in July 2017.
The vast majority of wholesale cannabis flower trading in the U.S., however, takes place in the
major Western markets of California, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington State. According to
our estimates, roughly 90% of the wholesale flower that changes hands nationwide does so in
those four markets. Indeed, the total annual volume of cannabis flower production that took place
in some of the smaller medical markets of the East Coast last year is estimated to be less than
5,000 pounds, an amount exceeded by numerous individual cultivators in states such as Colorado
and Washington, and dwarfed by the hundreds of thousands of pounds of flower that are moved
in those markets.
An important qualification must be acknowledged regarding California, the nation’s largest
cannabis market by far, where in 2017 commerce continued to be executed in a gray area without
statewide oversight, as it has in prior years. The reality on the ground in the Golden State is that
wholesale cannabis trading last year took place without distinction between businesses operating
with various degrees of local approval and informal, unlicensed operations. Absent the clear
delineation of a regulated supply chain statewide, which only commenced at the outset of 2018,
our estimate of the volume of cannabis flower traded in the state encompasses wholesale
transactions by all market participants throughout the state, whether locally licensed or not. This
approach was taken in order to be consistent with our 2016 estimate of the size of the national
wholesale market for cannabis flower, which also took into account California’s sizeable in-state
gray market.
Due to the fact that very little reliable documentation exists on the scope of cannabis commerce
in California in 2017, or any year prior, we employed the estimated total volume of cannabis
consumed within the state from a Standardized Regulatory Impact Assessment (SRIA), prepared
by ERA Economics in January 2017. The SRIA postulated that roughly 650,000 pounds of
cannabis are consumed annually in California by patients that possess medical recommendations.
Additionally, the remainder of the state’s general adult public is estimated to consume roughly
1.85 million pounds of cannabis annually. The total of 2.5 million pounds grown, traded, and
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ultimately consumed in California represents a wholesale value of over $3.7 billion in 2017,
based on the Golden State’s average Spot Index for the year of $1,506 per pound.
Looking ahead, our assessment of the size of California’s regulated market in 2018 will very
likely be smaller than 2017’s. Licensed commerce will take time to expand and capture
increasing portions of California’s former gray market, while local rules ban or limit legal
wholesale trading of cannabis in many areas of the state. A similar contraction of trading volume
is also expected to play out in Michigan in 2018, as the country’s second-largest medical market
by patient count will also be subject to statewide regulation for the first time, an ongoing process
that has already resulted in the shuttering of many businesses that operated formerly in gray
areas. Overall, the imposition of regulation on California and Michigan in 2018 raises the
possibility that our next assessment of the size of the national wholesale cannabis market could
decline relative to this one.
California also raises another important distinction, which is that our estimate of almost 3.7
million pounds traded wholesale nationwide is less than the total amount produced by farmers in
states with legal cannabis commerce. As we have mentioned above and expand upon further
below, in sections on individual states, all of the major Western markets are oversupplied.
Cultivators and other market participants in Colorado, Washington State, and Oregon have
reported that many growers are sitting on product, sometimes from a previous year’s harvest, that
they cannot move due to the abundance of available inventory.
In California, vast amounts of illicit production for export to other states takes place, as it has for
years, but until this year there were no mechanisms to ensure that growers who supplied
locally-permitted dispensaries did not also move weight through such channels. The SRIA, noted
above, estimates that roughly 11 million pounds of cannabis were exported out of state by illicit
actors in 2016, representing a wholesale value of almost $20 billion, based on our national
composite volume-weighted average price of $1,789 per pound for that year. Put simply, the
total volume of cannabis flower grown in the U.S. in states with legalization is greater than 3.7
million pounds, and significantly so if illicit and gray market cultivation is also considered.
Again, the above-stated figure encompasses only flower sold or transferred by cultivators to
adult-use retailers and medical dispensaries to be sold for smoking or vaporizing by consumers
or registered patients. Additionally, we estimate that at least 2.2 million pounds of trim and other
plant material was transferred from cultivators to extractors and infused product manufacturers.
While we have been collecting transaction data on such plant material, we have not yet begun to
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assess prices or estimate the dollar value of trim and other plant material for the national or
state-level markets. Cannabis Benchmarks will broaden its price assessments in the near future to
include such plant material.
From the data we have collected, we can state that plant material intended for extraction and
product manufacturing can garner rates as low as $100 per pound in California and other West
Coast states, where large volumes of trim and small flowers are generated from outdoor harvests.
In Nevada, we have received reports of plant material for extraction trading above $700 per
pound, with elevated prices driven by high demand for extractions and processed products from
adult-use consumers in that market. In Colorado, reported transactions indicate that plant
material intended for extraction is typically traded for between $350 to $400 per pound.
The chart below shows the size and value of the legal wholesale cannabis market relative to
selected agricultural commodities.

The estimated market value of cannabis flower traded wholesale nationwide already exceeds
tobacco, is close to wheat, but is dwarfed by soybeans and corn. Even with the continued
expansion of adult-use commerce, it is not likely that the volume of wholesale cannabis trading
in the U.S. will approach that of wheat, soybeans, or corn. Yet, despite the volume of cannabis
flower traded in the U.S. making up a tiny fraction of that of wheat - 0.0035%, to be exact - the
estimated total dollar value of the former’s wholesale market is over three quarters that of the
latter. Viewed in isolation, the fact that cannabis is such a high-value product would make it an
attractive option for conventional farmers, but its federally illegal status means that the days in
which it might be considered part of a normal crop rotation have not yet arrived. Of course, the
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increase in production that would come with cannabis being a widely-adopted crop would also
presumably drive down its wholesale price dramatically.
Significant difficulties exist in attempting to formulate projections for the size and dollar value of
the country’s wholesale cannabis market in the years to come, to the point that such an exercise
is not particularly useful. Our coverage of wholesale market prices shows that supply side rates
can be highly variable. While the broad expectation is that wholesale prices will continue to
trend downward overall, potential scenarios in which supply could be restricted and prices
propped up include, but are not limited to, federal enforcement against state-licensed businesses,
state regulators attempting to cap or scale back production, and a market-driven shakeout of
licensed businesses going under due to their inability to achieve and maintain profitability.
Additionally, growth in the total volume of cannabis flower and other plant material nationwide
in the coming years could be affected greatly by the possible legalization of the product for
adult-use in high-population states, such as New York, New Jersey, Florida, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Ohio. Such measures have been discussed in some of the
aforementioned states, but predicting when legislation might be proposed or enacted is at this
point only guesswork. Until such time that legislative proposals or ballot initiatives make serious
progress in those states, the expansion of the volume of cannabis traded wholesale nationwide
will take place in existing markets, as well as the not-yet-underway adult-use systems of
Massachusetts and Maine, with the former potentially a source of significant new volumes of
production in the years to come, through trading volumes may be relatively modest this year.
Some new medical cannabis programs that are currently working to get up and running will also
host the trading of new supply in 2018. Timelines for the opening of new markets in 2018, as
well as their potential scope, are discussed below in Section 6.1.
Another difficulty in projecting the future volume and dollar value of legal cannabis markets in
the U.S. concerns the changing face of the products being traded. Data to this point indicates that
the proportion of the retail market constituted by extractions and processed products has and will
continue to grow. This will result in relatively less raw flower being traded wholesale, with a
greater share of cannabis plant material produced specifically for extraction and processing. As
such, it is possible that even as the total volume of plant material traded grows, the fact that
increasing proportions of it will be lower-priced feedstock for processing operations means its
dollar value may plateau or even decrease at a certain point. Such a scenario could also
conceivably come about due simply to falling wholesale prices in the years to come, even if the
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proportion of the market made up of flower intended for sale to consumers and patients holds
steady.
Finally, we must point out that while states such as Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Minnesota, New
Jersey, and New York have functioning medical cannabis systems, rules require vertical
integration and prohibit wholesale trading. As a result, we do not cover or assess prices in those
markets, and production that took place in those states in 2017 was not included in the above
estimate of the size of the nationwide market. We have also left out states with extremely limited
medical cannabis programs, such as Texas, where only low-THC, high-CBD products are
allowed to be produced by a few businesses for very small patient bases. Furthermore, Maryland,
where a functioning medical cannabis market opened just prior to the end of 2017, as well as
Montana, were excluded from the above assessment. However, even if the production of the
above states was included in our estimate of the wholesale cannabis market in the U.S., it would
not substantially increase the volume or dollar value totals stated above.
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3. Trends that Defined 2017
3.1. The stability that characterized the U.S. Spot Index in Q1 and Q2 continued into Q3,
but could not be maintained in the face of seasonal forces that pushed down wholesale
prices in Q4, despite regulatory uncertainty in some major markets. In our 2017 Mid-Year
Wholesale Market Report, we detailed the steady course of the U.S. Spot Index through the first
half of 2017. Overall, increasingly experienced operators demonstrated improved supply
planning and inventory management, leading to fewer fluctuations in the national
volume-weighted average. A general increase in available supply across the major state markets,
combined with a slowdown in the growth of retail demand in 2017 compared to 2016, also
contributed to the avoidance of spikes in wholesale prices around events and holidays, when
retailers and dispensaries look to accumulate additional inventory and drive sales volume via
promotions and discounts.
The U.S. Spot Index’s quarterly averages for the first half of 2017 were virtually identical,
settling at $1,613 per pound in Q1 and $1,615 per pound in Q2. Q3 2017 would see some
downward movement, but of a modest scope, as the national composite price slid by less than
1% quarter-over-quarter to $1,603 per pound. We discussed some of the market forces that exert
pressure on supply side rates in Q3 of any given year above, in Section 2.1. Despite seasonal
supply events, such as summer light-deprivation greenhouse harvests, and holidays like July 4th
and Labor Day weekend that retailers hope will drive elevated demand, monthly national Spot
prices in Q3 2017 experienced proportionally smaller movements than they did over the first half
of the year. In Q3 2017, the U.S. Spot Index did not fluctuate by more than 2%
month-over-month, dropping by that amount from July to August, when it decreased from
$1,614 to $1,582 per pound. The national composite price would then rise by just under 2%,
averaging $1,612 per pound in September.
The uneventful course of the U.S. Spot Index in Q3 2017 was a far cry from its behavior in the
same period the year prior. As noted above, the national average in 2016 peaked in late May,
after which it would decline for much of the rest of the year. The most dramatic drop in
wholesale prices in 2016, however, took place over the course of Q3, a period which opened
with the U.S. Spot Index settling at $2,049 per pound in the week ending July 1, 2016. The
following quarter would open with the national composite price down nearly 25%, to $1,540 per
pound in the initial week of Q4 2016. After such a precipitous decline, the reasons for which we
explore in depth in our Annual Review & Outlook: 2016-2017 Edition, 2016’s autumn harvest
resulted in only a further 10% decrease in the U.S. Spot, which bottomed out in the week ending
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November 11, 2016, at $1,386 per pound. While an analysis of weekly national composite price
shows that it trended downward generally over the course of Q3 2017, the U.S. Spot would
decline by only 5% from the first to the final week of the quarter, opening at $1,622 per pound in
the week ending July 7th and closing at $1,541 per pound in the week ending September 29th, a
far cry from the 25% price slide documented in virtually the same span the year before.

Such observations, combined with the significant uncertainty generated by the imposition of
licensing and regulation on cannabis commerce in California and Michigan that were expected to
prop up wholesale rates in those sizeable markets, led to suppositions that 2017’s harvest season
trough might not reach the depths that it had in 2016. However, favorable outdoor growing
conditions led to a bumper crop on the West Coast. Whereas market participants reported in
2016 that precipitation early in autumn had resulted in losses due to mold and mildew, and hence
smaller yields overall, the West Coast states in 2017 experienced warm, sunny weather with low
humidity and virtually no precipitation that extended well into October. Growers in Humboldt
County, California, one of the nation’s primary hubs of sun-fueled cannabis cultivation, told our
analysts that 2017 was the best outdoor growing season they had experienced in recent years.
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As a result, the U.S. Spot Index averaged $1,417 per pound in Q4 2017, down 11.6% from the
prior quarter. This after quarter-over-quarter movement in the national composite price never
exceeded 1% from Q1 through Q3. Declines in wholesale prices would be felt across all grow
types. The national volume-weighted average rate for warehouse-grown flower in Q4 2017 was
$1,666 per pound, down 8.3% compared to Q3’s average of $1,816 per pound. The national
going price for greenhouse product would slip by 4.6% in Q4 2017, to $1,358 per pound, after
averaging $1,423 per pound in Q3.
Interestingly, outdoor flower would see the smallest quarterly price decline of any grow type. Q4
2017’s average rate for such product of $1,020 per pound was down only 3.1% compared to
Q3’s price of $1,053 per pound. However, as we discussed in Section 2.5, significant amounts of
outdoor production are being sold for much lower rates to extraction and infused product
manufacturing operations. The fact that the national composite price experienced a larger
proportional decline than any individual grow type in Q4 2017 is due to the overall
volume-weighted average being constituted by increased volumes of lower-priced greenhouse
and outdoor-grown product.
The decline in national wholesale prices observed in Q4 2017 demonstrates that the seasonal
pricing pressure that arrives in the autumn remains a force to be reckoned with; this even in the
face of increasingly mature, stable markets, an overall uptick in year-round supply, and
significant regulatory uncertainty in two sizeable cannabis markets, including California, the
country’s largest. Still, due to significantly lower national wholesale prices in the first three
quarters of 2017 compared to 2016, the distance between the peak and the trough of the U.S.
Spot Index was much smaller in 2017 than in the year prior. In 2017, the national composite
price fell by 18.7% from its annual high of $1,682 per pound, documented in the week ending
March 31st, to its low of $1,368 per pound, observed in the week ending November 17th. In
2016, the U.S. Spot skidded by 33.9% from its peak of $2,096 per pound in the week ending
May 27th to its trough of $1,386 per pound in the week ending November 11th. While 2017’s
robust harvest suppressed national wholesale cannabis prices despite prior steadiness and
competing upward price pressure, the significantly smaller peak-to-trough gap remains a
testament to the increased stability in the U.S. Spot Index in 2017.
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3.2. The U.S. Spot Index averaged $1,562 per pound in 2017, continuing the downward
trend in wholesale cannabis pricing, even as Q4 saw a relatively small year-over-year
decline, suggesting that the market was testing its commercial bottom at the close of the
year. The national composite price’s full year average for 2017 is down 12.7% from 2016’s
average U.S. Spot rate of $1,789 per pound. However, much of the year-over-year drop in the
overall going rate for cannabis flower nationwide was confined to the first half of 2017, with
year-over-year declines shrinking in the final two quarters of the year. The same could be said of
individual grow types, with some qualifications, which we detail just below.

As we discussed in our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report, the U.S. Spot Index’s H1
2017 average was off nearly 20% compared to the same period the year prior. In Q3 2017,
however, the national composite price averaged $1,603 per pound, down only 6.2% compared to
Q3 2016’s national Spot rate of $1,709 per pound. Despite the U.S. Spot Index dipping
significantly in Q4 2017 compared with the prior quarter, the year-over-year decline for that
period was only 4.7%, from $1,487 per pound in Q4 2016 to $1,417 per pound in the final
quarter of 2017, as illustrated in the chart above.
The relatively small year-over-year decrease in the U.S. Spot Index in Q4 2017 was attributable
in part to the fact that wholesale prices in California did not fall as drastically relative to the
annual declines observed in the other major Western markets, likely due to the regulatory
uncertainty mentioned above, as well as the increased costs to businesses up and down the
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supply chain as they worked to comply with new rules, items examined in detail below in
Section 4.1. While the flood of supply generated by the fall harvest did indeed push down rates
in Q4 2017, it is likely that prices in California would have slid further had the state’s cannabis
market been operating without the prospect of the imposition of statewide oversight, as it had in
years past.
In regard to the going rates for individual grow types, year-over-year price decreases in the latter
quarters of 2017 similarly subsided compared to the first half of the year, although not as much
as the slowdown experienced by the U.S. Spot. Furthermore, Q4 2017 saw wholesale rates for
each grow type buck the trend exhibited by the national average, as well as diverging from
behavior observed in previous years.
For the first half of 2017, the volume-weighted average prices for indoor, greenhouse, and
outdoor flower were down by about 15%, 19%, and almost 30%, respectively, compared to the
first six months of 2016. Again, a close examination of wholesale pricing trends for the first half
of 2017, along with historical context, can be found in our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market
Report. In Q3 2017, the going rate for warehouse-grown product would average $1,816 per
pound, off by 7.8% compared to the same quarter in 2016. Greenhouse flower would see its
quarterly volume-weighted average slide by 8.3% in the same period, from $1,552 per pound in
Q3 2016 to $1,423 per pound in Q3 2017. Outdoor flower moved, on average, for $1,053 per
pound in Q3 2017, down by 15% compared to the same period the year prior.
While the pace of annual declines in the going rates for each individual grow type did slow
overall in the second half of 2017 relative to the first six months of the year, it accelerated across
the board in Q4 compared to Q3. The final quarter of 2017 would see indoor product average
$1,666 per pound, a year-over-year decline of 10.5% compared to Q4 2016. Coincidentally, both
greenhouse and outdoor-grown flower would see annual drops of 11.3% in Q4 2017. The former
averaged $1,358 per pound in the final portion of 2017, down from $1,531 per pound in Q4
2016. Outdoor product’s national wholesale price would average $1,020 per pound in Q4 2017,
down from $1,150 per pound in the same span the year before.
Not only did the pace of year-over-year quarterly price declines increase for each grow type on
the national level, flower generated by all three cultivation methods saw drops of similar
proportions in their going rates. This is a departure from previous observations, which generally
saw national prices for outdoor product falling by relatively larger amounts than the other two
grow types, while rates for greenhouse flower slipped by greater proportions than
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warehouse-grown product. As the most mature markets of Colorado and Washington State show
- and as we discuss in more detail below, in the sections devoted to those states specifically flower grown indoors has not been observed to maintain value relative to the other grow types
when wholesale markets are amply supplied. The fact that Q4 2017 saw year-over-year price
declines of similar proportions for all three grow types suggests that the major state markets are
collectively experiencing a situation of general oversupply of a magnitude large enough to push
down wholesale rates for all product without distinction. Yet, the fact that Q4 2017’s average did
not slip significantly relative to the same period in 2016 indicates that the market may have
tested its current commercial bottom.
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3.3. Continually-expanding production, combined with a slowdown in the growth of retail
demand, is driving supply side prices to historic lows in Colorado and Washington State. In
the years since licensed adult-use cannabis sales commenced in Colorado and Washington,
headlines from news outlets worldwide have trumpeted the monthly and annual revenues racked
up by retailers in those states, as well as their dramatic growth rates. To glance briefly at the
example of Colorado, combined retail revenues from the state’s adult-use and medical markets
grew by over 45% from 2014 to 2015, from roughly $684 million to $996 million, according to
data published by the Colorado Department of Revenue (CDOR). 2016 would see a 31.5%
year-over-year increase in sales, to just under $1.31 billion.
Such explosive growth is indeed eye-catching, but the continued development of the nation’s
most mature markets in the latter months of 2017 has revealed significantly slower
year-over-year increases in retail sales, suggesting that demand is reaching a plateau. Meanwhile,
on the supply side, growers continue to become increasingly numerous, productive, and efficient.
The result has been historically low wholesale prices, with data from the early weeks of 2018
suggesting that the downswing in supply side rates could continue into uncharted depths.
Persistent declines in supply side rates in the country’s most mature markets at the close of 2017
is to some extent a departure from overall national trends, discussed just above in Section 3.2,
which saw the pace of year-over-year decrease in the U.S. Spot Index slow somewhat in Q4.
Before diving into an examination of market dynamics in Colorado and Washington State, and
what they might foretell for both newer and not-yet-underway adult-use systems, we should
point out that the establishment and growth of state-licensed cannabis commerce is not creating a
heretofore unprecedented market, but is to various extents converting, reshaping, and replacing a
vast and well-established illicit one. Estimates of the value of the black market for cannabis in
the U.S. typically settle on figures in the range of $40 - $50 billion. While exact data on such
clandestine, mostly undocumented activities will of course remain elusive, the point is that
supply and demand well in excess of that constituted by state-legal systems exists already, and
the impressive growth rates observed in the initial years of sales in states such as Colorado
represent licensed and regulated markets capturing increasing pieces of that pie.
Admittedly, new consumers that represent completely novel demand are generated by
legalization - think of the individuals that will not patronize illicit sources for whatever reason,
but will purchase product from a state-licensed outlet - a topic that we will return to later in this
section. However, a 2016 study published in the Journal of Drug Issues, “Evolution of the United
States Marijuana Market in the Decade of Liberalization Before Full Legalization,” states that,
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“consumption is highly concentrated among the smaller number of daily and near-daily users.”
In other words, the majority of cannabis use that takes place in the country is by a small
proportion of the population that consume daily, or almost so. The most frequent usage metric
included in the National Survey on Drug Use and Health is past-month consumption, to which
10.2% and 10.9% responded affirmatively in regard to cannabis in 2015 and 2016, respectively.
Hence, the percentage of the total U.S. population that are daily cannabis users is almost
certainly much lower. Consequently, one can deduce that a significant proportion of the sales
taking place in state-licensed systems are to that relatively small number of daily or near-daily
consumers, who were purchasing from the black market prior to legalization.
All that to say that it may be more accurate to characterize what happened to retail sales in
Colorado and Washington State in the second half of 2017 as a plateau in the conversion of
previously illegal cannabis commerce into that which takes place within state-regulated markets,
rather than strictly a slowdown in the growth of demand. In any case, the rates of year-over-year
sales growth in those markets subsided greatly beginning in July 2017.
In Colorado, combined monthly retail sales in the state’s adult-use and medical cannabis markets
exhibited annual growth rates in excess of 20% in five of the first six months of 2017. The only
exception was February, which saw sales in that month rise by 17.1% in 2017 compared to the
same month the year prior. However, July 2017’s combined retail sales, while amounting to what
was at the time a record for Colorado’s legal cannabis market of $136.3 million, were up only
12.1% compared to the $121.6 million in sales that were tallied in July 2016. August 2017 saw a
10.7% year-over-year increase in total retail sales in Colorado, a figure that dropped to 7.9% in
September 2017. In both October and November 2017, year-over-year sales increases for each
month were 9.5%. December 2017 saw the state’s cannabis retailers rack up almost $128.3
million, an increase of 10.5% compared to the same month the year prior. Overall, annual sales
in Colorado’s adult-use and medical cannabis markets reached just over $1.5 billion in 2017.
Colorado’s total retail sales in 2017 represent an increase of 15.3% compared to the over $1.3
billion in revenues recorded in the year prior, a proportional increase of less than half what was
observed between 2015 and 2016.
Market conditions in Washington State are in some ways notably different, but a similar decrease
in the year-over-year growth rate of retail sales in the state’s licensed system was also
documented in the second half of 2017, in the months for which information is available. For
example, according to data from the state’s Liquor and Cannabis Board (LCB), May and June
2017 saw Washington retailers tally roughly $74.8 and $77.3 million in revenues, respectively,
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figures that are both up by about 44% compared to the same months the year prior. However,
despite retail sales increasing to $80.8 million in July 2017, monthly revenues were up by only
25.9% year-over-year for that month. Similar to Colorado, annual growth rates would continue to
trend downward: August 2017’s sales were up 22% compared to August 2016, September 2017’s
revenues were up 16.1% year-over-year, and in October 2017, the final month for which official
data is available currently, monthly sales were up 15.2% compared to the same month the year
prior.
A significant reason for the abrupt decrease in year-over-year growth rates for monthly retail
sales in Washington State’s licensed cannabis market in the second half of 2017 is the shutdown
of unregulated medical cannabis storefronts that was completed in July 2016. Several hundred
unlicensed medical dispensaries were forced to close over the course of the first half of 2016,
pushing some of the patients and consumers that patronized such establishments into the LCB’s
system. Additionally, the LCB raised its cap on the number of retail licenses allowed in the state
and issued more permits for storefronts, the number of which grew by over 100 from June 2016
through the end of that year. As a result, retail sales in Washington State jumped by almost 20%
month-over-month in July 2016 and would increase further in the latter half of that year, peaking
at $70.9 million in September. Consequently, comparing monthly sales for the first half of 2017,
well after unregulated storefronts had been shuttered, to the first six months of 2016, when such
outlets were still capturing a portion of Washington State’s demand, is incongruous.
The increased demand that was pushed into the licensed system in the first half of last year
compared to the same period of 2016 also likely helps to explain the stability in Washington
State’s Spot Index that was documented from January through June 2017. In our 2017 Mid-Year
Wholesale Market Report, we discussed different approaches to licensing and production
management taken by regulators in Colorado and Washington to explain why supply side rates
had continued to slide gradually, but consistently, in the former state in the first half of last year,
but had in the latter risen somewhat relative to Q4 2016 and charted a very steady course
thereafter. While our focus in that analysis was on how divergent regulatory decisions in regard
to licensing and production management influenced supply dynamics in the country’s two most
mature legal cannabis markets, the increased demand faced by Washington’s licensed system in
the first six months of 2017 relative to the year prior almost undoubtedly played a role in
stabilizing wholesale prices as well, as the new licensed retailers looking to stock their shelves
with the product of the state’s farmers represented an expansion of wholesale demand.
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Yet, as 2017 drew to a close, it became clear that the expansion of production was outpacing that
of demand in both Washington State and Colorado. According to our estimates and those of Dr.
Jim MacRae, a data scientist that studies Washington’s market, the volume of flower traded
wholesale in the Evergreen State in 2017 increased by as much as 50% year-over-year.
Meanwhile, we expect 2017’s total retail sales in Washington State to reach as high as $925
million, which would be an increase of almost 33% compared to 2016’s tally of roughly $696
million.
Much of the year-over-year growth in production in Washington was due to a bounteous fall
harvest - noted above, in Section 2.1 - which pushed down wholesale pricing in the Evergreen
State at the conclusion of 2017. Washington State’s Spot Index averaged $1,250 per pound in Q4
2017, down 8.2% compared to Q3’s average rate of $1,362 per pound. More notably in the
context of this discussion, the course of Washington’s composite price decreased in December
2017, breaking with trends observed in 2015 and 2016, which saw wholesale rates increase in the
final month of a year due to elevated holiday demand. Instead, Washington’s monthly Spot rate
slid to $1,219 per pound in December 2017, off 6% from the month prior and the lowest monthly
composite price recorded in that year. Finally, Washington’s weekly Spot Index would fall to its
annual low in the final week of 2017, skidding to $1,172 per pound, the lowest weekly
composite price documented in the state in the history of our reporting to that point. In 2016, the
annual trough in weekly wholesale pricing in Washington State would occur in the week ending
November 4th, in the thick of the fall harvest.
Our observations of market dynamics and wholesale cannabis pricing in Colorado largely echo
the experience of Washington State. As we noted at the outset of this section, total retail sales in
Colorado in 2017 rose by about 15% compared to 2016. However, according to data from the
state Marijuana Enforcement Division (MED) and our own estimates, the amount of flower sold
retail to patients and consumers in 2017 will likely increase by roughly 25% compared to the
year prior. This in a market that was already amply supplied and had been characterized by
consistently falling wholesale prices since summer 2016.
As we discuss in greater detail below, in Section 4.2, the downward trend in supply side rates in
Colorado continued in 2017. While the end result was ultimately very comparable to what was
observed in Washington State - namely, annual and historic lows documented at the conclusion
of last year - wholesale prices in Colorado exhibited a consistent and gradual slide throughout
most of 2017, rather than the stability that marked the first two quarters of the year in
Washington. This is due in part to the fact that Colorado did not experience any regulatory shifts
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of the scope of that undertaken in Washington in 2016 that materially altered supply or demand.
Additionally, outdoor cultivation - and the large volumes of supply that come with it - is not as
ingrained in Colorado’s legal cannabis market as it is in the West Coast states, an issue that we
explore in the section just below in greater detail from the perspective of our observations from
Oregon. The course of the Spot Indices in both Colorado and Washington State, as well as those
of California, Oregon, and the country as a whole, are shown in the chart below.

Still, the drop in wholesale prices in Colorado did accelerate somewhat to close 2017. The state’s
Spot Index averaged $1,127 per pound in Q4 2017, down 9% from Q3’s average of $1,238 per
pound, the largest proportional quarterly drop that took place that year. As in Washington,
Colorado’s monthly Spot rate for December 2017 - $1,102 per pound - was the lowest
documented all year. Colorado’s weekly composite price sank to its annual low of $1,081 per
pound in the weeks ending December 8th and 15th. As of the end of 2017, that price was also the
lowest weekly Spot Index observed in Colorado - and, indeed, for any state - in the history of our
reporting to that point.
Overall, it appears that the heady days of dramatically-growing demand may be behind the
markets of both Colorado and Washington State. Early observations from the initial weeks of
2018 suggest that wholesale prices have and will continue to slide into previously uncharted
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depths in the country’s most mature legal cannabis markets, offering other states a glimpse of
what could be on the horizon for their adult-use systems. Regulatory interventions in 2018 examined at greater length below, in the sections for each specific state market - have the
potential to curtail supply and potentially buoy wholesale pricing. However, the consistent
overproduction that has marked both states for in excess of the past 18 months raises questions as
to whether supply side rates in Colorado and Washington can recover and, if so, to what extent.
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3.4. Observations from Oregon in 2017 illustrate that the wholesale side of new adult-use
systems can become a buyer’s markets more quickly than in the past if the right conditions
are present. In the early days of adult-use sales in Colorado, market participants spoke
frequently of what they imagined would be an impending crash in the wholesale price of
cannabis flower. The frenzy created by the first state-legal cannabis market open to the general
adult public had prompted many existing operators to begin expanding their production capacity
even prior to 2014, when retail sales to recreational consumers began, while hopeful new
entrants to the market were sniffing around eagerly for opportunities and would ultimately be
allowed to apply for licenses later that year.
Still, despite apprehensions of sinking wholesale prices in a quickly-expanding market, the sky
did not begin to fall until the second half of 2016, two and a half years after adult-use sales
began. Almost unimaginably in light of current market conditions, Colorado’s Spot Index opened
2016 by averaging $2,066 per pound in January, above the national composite rate, before falling
to close the year at $1,426 per pound in December. The precipitous drop in supply side rates that
occurred in Colorado in that year is examined in detail from differing perspectives in both our
Annual Review & Outlook: 2016-2017 Edition and our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market
Report. Again, though, wholesale pricing in the country’s first licensed adult-use system did not
sink decisively until July 2016, when Colorado’s Spot Index averaged $1,669 per pound, a drop
of over 12% relative to the month prior.
Similarly, as we also discussed at length in the aforementioned special reports, the first year or so
of licensed adult-use sales in Oregon saw the Beaver State’s wholesale cannabis prices elevated
due to expanded demand, new regulatory burdens, and the general uncertainty that comes with
the formation of a new supply chain. In Q4 2016, typically a period of falling supply side rates
for cannabis on the West Coast, Oregon’s Spot Index rose from $1,631 per pound in October to
$2,090 per pound in December. The first retailers permitted specifically to serve the general
adult market opened their doors in the former month. Oregon’s composite price would remain
relatively high for much of 2017, particularly compared to those of the other major Western
markets, even averaging $1,965 per pound as late as September.
However, subsequent to September 2017, Oregon’s Spot Index would see three consecutive
month-over-month declines, the only time that was observed to take place all year and a
significant departure from the ascension of wholesale rates observed in Q4 2016. Furthermore,
volume-weighted average prices for outdoor product would plummet to the lowest in the country
at the time. Market participants told of a flood of supply from the fall harvest, while retail sales
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were slowing. In the closing months of last year, some growers were reportedly sitting on
thousands of pounds of flower that they were unable to move, with individual deals as low as
$250 per pound submitted by our price reporters. Conditions did not change with the advent of
2018, which saw Oregon’s Spot Index fall to a historic low for the state in the final week of
January.
In short, whereas it had taken about 30 months after the beginning of adult-use sales for
wholesale prices in Colorado to begin to sink dramatically, the same occurred in Oregon in
roughly half that amount of time. Although there are some similarities in the formation of each
market - most obviously, no caps at the state level on the number of licenses that may be issued Oregon and its cannabis market are distinct from Colorado’s in several key ways that contributed
to the accelerated onset of wholesale cannabis price declines.
First, the vertical integration that was required in Colorado’s commercial medical market and
retained through much of the first year of adult-use sales was not a feature of Oregon’s former,
loosely-regulated medical program, nor its licensed adult-use system. Required vertical
integration in Colorado meant that businesses became accustomed to producing enough to supply
their own dispensaries, a practice that many continued into the period of adult-use sales and even
to this day. Overproduction was not particularly desirable, as most other operations were meeting
much, if not all, of their supply needs. However, the expansion of existing vertically-integrated
production in Colorado, combined with the entrance to the market of standalone cultivators,
eventually resulted in supply outstripping demand to a degree great enough to dramatically push
down wholesale prices.
In Oregon, on the other hand, vertical integration was never required and has not taken hold the
way it has in some markets, such as Nevada, where it is also allowed but not mandated. The
state’s medical dispensaries were supplied by thousands of small individual growers prior to
adult-use legalization. For the recreational system, the Oregon Liquor Control Commission
(OLCC) issued separate licenses, rather than building upon the existing medical system, like in
Colorado. While some medical growers made the transition to the OLCC’s licensed system,
many adult-use producers are new, larger operations formed specifically to serve a regulated
commercial market. The first such entities were outdoor growers licensed in mid-2016, giving
them less than a full year to get crops underway in preparation for the fall harvest. As such,
Oregon’s legal cannabis crop in 2016 was not enough to overwhelm the other market forces
pushing wholesale prices upward in Q4 of that year.
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However, over the course of the latter half of 2016 and through 2017, additional farms were
permitted by the OLCC. Without required or significant vertical integration, hundreds of
producers were immediately competing against each for market share. In such an environment,
scaling up quickly in order to have sufficient supply on hand to meet the demand of any
wholesale buyers that come calling, as well as to take advantage of economies that come with
larger operations, is a natural strategy.
Secondly, Oregon’s tradition of outdoor cannabis farming, combined with favorable harvest
season conditions, resulted in a bumper crop that tanked wholesale rates for outdoor product in
the final two months of 2017, and eventually pulled down supply side prices overall in the early
weeks of 2018. November and December 2017 both saw volume-weighted average prices for
outdoor flower in Oregon fall to about $870 per pound, at the time the lowest state-level monthly
prices for that grow type ever documented. The quarterly rates for outdoor-grown product in
Oregon, as well as the state’s Spot, can be seen in the chart below. By the end of January 2018,
going rates for the other grow types would be dragged downward as well, with Oregon’s
composite price dropping below $1,350 per pound, less than the previous historic low that was
observed in Q3 2016, prior
to the opening of adult-use
sales.
Contrastingly, Colorado’s
production was required
initially to be indoors, with
greenhouses and outdoor
sites only beginning to be
established in late 2014,
and not hitting their strides
fully until 2016, when they
contributed greatly to the
wholesale price drop in the
state. As we have discussed on numerous occasions, outdoor production is capable of generating
volumes of supply significantly greater than that put out by warehouse operations. The warm,
dry autumn with minimal precipitation that was experienced in 2017 resulted in bountiful yields
and relatively little crop loss to molds and mildews, which are particularly problematic in a state
with quality assurance and safety testing requirements as stringent as Oregon’s, a matter we will
return to later in this section.
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Finally, in the years since Colorado’s and Washington State’s licensed adult-use markets
commenced, know-how and resources pertinent to establishing and operating large
commercial-scale grow sites of any type productively and efficiently have proliferated. On top of
the robust harvests cut down by the state’s outdoor farmers, warehouse and greenhouse growers
in Oregon benefited from the increase in collective knowledge of good cultivation practices for
their specific method, as well as having superior options in terms of available equipment and
technology, especially compared to growers in 2014. Where Colorado cultivators in the years
leading up to and just after the commencement of adult-use legalization frequently had to
improvise slapdash solutions to novel problems in an attempt to bring in what many would view
today as unsuccessful crops, growers coming online in 2017 have available to them the tools and
information needed to be successful and productive right out of the gate.
The combination of a lack of overall limits on production, the relative absence of vertical
integration, a very favorable cannabis farming season in a state familiar with outdoor growing,
and generally increased know-how regarding commercial-scale cultivation resulted in the
generation of supply sufficient to overwhelm demand in Oregon, causing a steep drop in
wholesale prices less than 18 months after the beginning of adult-use sales. On the demand side,
we established in the last section that cannabis remains a niche, specialty product, with Oregon
being one of the smallest states to host a licensed adult-use cannabis market. The Beaver State is
home to just over 4 million residents, compared to about 7.3 million in Washington and over 5.5
million in Colorado. While Nevada and Alaska have smaller populations, both have far fewer
licensees that Oregon - there are about 100 and 75 producers in those states, respectively, at the
time of this writing, compared to roughly 900 approved cultivation licenses in Oregon.
Additionally, demand in Nevada is inflated by Las Vegas tourism. In Oregon, limited demand is
exacerbated by the robust production fostered by the factors just discussed.
Before concluding, we must also return to the matter of quality assurance and safety testing of
flower and other products. As noted above, and discussed at length in our previous annual report,
Oregon has one of, if not the most stringent set of requirements in that respect, particularly in
regard to pesticide residue screenings. Lab testing requirements were one of the factors that
helped to drive wholesale prices in the state upward in Q4 2016, although it appears that the
primary issue was not product being disqualified from sale, but rather a supply bottleneck caused
by insufficient laboratory capacity statewide at the time. However, the bottleneck for flower
resolved itself in the early months of 2017 and has not been an issue since, while product recalls,
plant quarantines, and supply being removed from circulation have been relatively rare
occurrences in Oregon, even in the face of strict screenings. The imposition of tight testing
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requirements is met frequently with protest from cannabis businesses that claim it will drive up
operating expenses and product prices to prohibitive levels. However, the case of Oregon
suggests that the implementation of such measures in a clear and consistent manner at the outset
of the regulated market might cause some difficulties initially, but they will resolve themselves
in fairly short order.
The foregoing analysis may be useful to regulators and stakeholders working to construct
adult-use markets now and in the future, especially with the shadow of Jeff Sessions looming
over the industry, a development we discuss in Section 6.2. Due to the scrutiny surrounding the
diversion of product from states that have legalized to those that have not, state officials have
less leeway to allow natural market dynamics to work themselves out and eventually achieve
supply-demand equilibrium. While the federal illegality of cannabis provides the imperative to
limit or manage production in some way to prevent dramatic oversupply, doing so also
artificially elevates prices, as can be seen in the chart below, which shows the Spot Indices of
selected markets that all restrict production in some way.

High prices in regulated systems can prompt consumers and patients to seek out product from
informal channels, buttressing the illicit market that legalization seeks to undermine and
eventually replace. Indeed, in states with tightly-regulated medical-only programs, such as
Illinois or Massachusetts, official data shows that a significant percentage of registered patients
are not purchasing from the licensed systems. Additionally, in states like Maine and Rhode
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Island, the majority of patients turn to independent caregivers or home growing rather than
patronizing the handful of more strictly-overseen dispensaries in each state, where the product on
offer is typically more expensive.
To this point, though, the examples of Colorado, Washington State, and now Oregon have all
seen in-state supply outstrip demand to the point that wholesale rates in those states have fallen
to historic lows. Washington officials may even be attempting to formulate approaches to limit
already existing cultivation capacity, a prospect we discuss below in Section 4.4 in more detail,
despite that state already restricting production more so than the other two. In the meantime,
shrinking margins for cultivators as a result of low prices can increase the possibility of diversion
into the illicit market, where higher, untaxed revenues might be found.
It is likely that most would agree that a happy medium in market formation would involve
fostering and facilitating the generation of sufficient, diverse supply, resulting in product
desirable and affordable enough to compete with illicit sources, but not so much of it that
licensed businesses struggle with viability and diversion. That goal has not yet been achieved
fully. Although with so little definitive long-term data on nearly every aspect of the cannabis
industry, as well as its unique encumbrances, it is not surprising that the mark has not to this
point been hit squarely. Still, case studies from first-mover states can provide guidance and
reference to those proceeding after, in addition to offering perspective on business and
investment opportunities to those looking to participate in nascent markets.
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4. State Market Highlights, Analysis & Outlook
The table below contains average Spot prices and deal sizes for 17 of the country’s legal
wholesale cannabis markets in 2017. The U.S. Spot Index averaged $1,562 per pound for the
year, despite the vast majority of wholesale markets seeing composite rates in excess of $2,000
per pound, emphasizing that much of the country’s trading takes place in the four major Western
states. Alaska’s young adult-use system saw the highest wholesale prices in the country in 2017,
while Colorado’s Spot Index was the lowest.
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4.1. CALIFORNIA
2017 California Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

CA Spot Index

$1,506

$1,306

October 27

$1,724

June 30

Outdoor Spot

$1,081

$828

September 8

$1,286

June 30

Greenhouse Spot

$1,544

$1,225

December 15

$1,822

April 21

Indoor Spot

$1,785

$1,557

December 22

$1,938

January 20

17.9 pounds

10.3 pounds

January 20

36.7 pounds

November 10

Avg. Deal Size

California’s state Spot Index opened 2017 at $1,413 per pound and by the halfway point of the
year had risen by 22% to reach its annual peak of $1,724 per pound. As supply side market
conditions in California from January through June 2017 were analyzed in depth in our
Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report, we will in this section focus primarily on highlights and
trends from the latter half of 2017.

Upward movement in wholesale prices over the course of the first six months of any given year
was par for the course in the past, with supplies from the previous year’s fall harvest gradually
exhausted as the months wore on, only to be replenished the following autumn. However, in
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recent years the general proliferation of supply in California and other major Western markets
has tempered and even reversed those trends. Expanded production of all grow types provides
increased year-round sources of flower, with larger volumes brought in from sun-fueled crops
sold off gradually in the months after harvest. Indeed, California’s Spot Index in 2016 actually
declined slightly over the first six months of the year, with the average composite price in June
2016 off by 0.8% compared to that of January. Additionally, the examples of Colorado and
Washington State, discussed below, also show that rising wholesale prices in the first half of the
year - particularly the pronounced upswing experienced in California in 2017 - are at the moment
a thing of the past in more developed, mature regulated markets.

Increasing operating expenses for businesses preparing to enter California’s licensed system in
2018 were key to propping up supply side rates in the first six months of 2017. New compliance
requirements were being instituted to varying degrees by local governments, while market
participants warily eyed draft regulations from state officials for guidance as to how to prepare
their sites and facilities to meet under-construction regulatory mandates. Despite the general
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uncertainty facing the market that placed pressure on farmers to maximize value for their crops,
seasonal forces exerted themselves clearly on California’s Spot Index in the latter half of 2017.
After peaking at the midway point of the year, the Golden State’s composite price dipped in July
and August in response to the introduction onto the market of wholesale supplies from the first
round of light-deprivation harvests. Although California’s monthly composite price decreased by
only a few dollars from June to July, as can be seen in the table on the previous page, the
monthly volume-weighted average rate for greenhouse flower slid by 5.1% in that span. The
increased availability of freshly-harvested greenhouse product appears to have worked to push
down rates for outdoor flower from the prior year’s harvest, as product of the latter grow type
saw its monthly rate drop by 11.1% from June to July. Volume-weighted average prices for both
sun-fueled grow types rebounded somewhat in August, but such generally lower-priced flower
made up a greater share of the total reported weight moved in the state, causing California’s Spot
to decline by 2.5% in August compared to July.
After reaching its annual peak at the end of June, the highest California’s composite price would
climb was to $1,674 per pound in mid-September, just as the first full-term autumn harvests were
beginning to be brought in. Subsequently, the state’s Spot Index would plummet by 22% over
the next six weeks to establish its annual trough for 2017, which was $1,306 per pound in the
week ending October 27th.
The fall harvest decline was of an equal proportion to the ascent that took place in the first half
of the year, and occurred over the span of only six weeks, rather than six months. Overwhelming
any upward pressure on wholesale prices was a bumper crop, with reports from Emerald
Triangle growers that 2017 was the most favorable harvest season in years. Unfortunately, the
same autumn conditions that foster robust yields of quality product - warm, dry weather, with
almost no precipitation - can also set the stage for wildfires, with severe conflagrations burning
large swaths of northern California in the fall of 2017. While the fact that dozens of cannabis
farmers tragically saw their grow sites damaged or destroyed cannot be minimized, the losses
were not enough to impact supply dynamics statewide, especially in a year that saw bounteous
production otherwise. Yet, 2017’s annual low price did not quite reach the depths that were
documented in 2016, when California’s Spot Index fell below $1,300 per pound in reaching its
yearly low. Also notable is the fact that the state’s Trailing 4-Week Average price was for much
of October above that of the U.S. Spot; prior to that occurring in June 2017, such a phenomenon
had not been observed in the previous 18 months.
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Monthly composite prices in Q4 2017 were on the whole more consistent and stable than in the
same quarter the year prior, which saw them sink by 6.4% from October to November 2016, only
to rebound by about the same proportion in December. In 2017, California’s Spot Index declined
in each of the final three months of the year, with the composite rate, as well as the monthly
volume-weighted average prices for indoor and greenhouse flower, reaching their lowest points
in December. Still, despite those departures, the quarterly averages of California’s Spot rate in
Q4 2016 and 2017 were overall very comparable, as we point out just below in our discussion of
what is to come for wholesale prices in the state in 2018. Again, it is likely that the increased
costs faced by operators up and down the supply chain exerted some upward pressure on
wholesale rates, preventing them from steep year-over-year declines that were observed in some
of the other major Western markets.
An examination of individual transactions in California in 2017 by grow type and price range,
illustrated in the chart below, reveals that warehouse flower in general commands the highest
overall wholesale rates, followed by greenhouse and outdoor product. Additionally, the
traditional pricing hierarchy amongst the three grow types is displayed in a fairly regular
distribution.
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While 2017’s histogram displays some striking similarities to 2016’s, evidence of both
increasing and declining wholesale pricing can be found. The latter is particularly apparent when
looking at deals for product grown under the sun. In 2017, over 40% of documented transactions
for outdoor flower settled for $1,000 per pound or below, significantly more than the proportion
that did so in 2016. Additionally, almost 60% of all reported deals for greenhouse flower settled
for between $1,501 and $2,000 per pound in 2017, a noticeably greater percentage than did so
the year prior. Furthermore, a larger proportion of trades for greenhouse product - about 18% settled for $1,250 per pound or below in 2017, over three times the percentage that did so in
2016.
Still, other observations from the above chart suggest that some sellers, namely those rearing
crops under artificial lamps, are retaining value for their produce. Roughly 75% of all observed
trades for indoor-grown product closed for greater than $1,750 per pound, a statistic that would
make many Colorado warehouse growers envious. Remarkably, that proportion is greater than
the one documented in 2016.
The Transaction Stats chart, below, shows that lower-priced outdoor flower remains a strong
influence on the state’s overall volume-weighted average. Still, despite making up nearly
one-third of all reported
weight moved, that
proportion is down
compared to that which
was observed in 2016. We
discussed potential factors
behind the decline of the
relative volume of outdoor
product documented by our
price reporters above, on
page 13.
On the other hand, the
shares of the total observed
weight moved in California
made up by indoor and
greenhouse flower were up year-over-year, the former substantially so. The relative frequency of
trades for both of the just-mentioned grow types also increased compared to 2016, resulting in a
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corresponding decrease in that metric for outdoor product, which last year accounted for
one-fifth of all reported deals. Transaction Stats could shift substantially in 2018, as the state’s
new licensed supply chain takes shape and will be influenced largely by rules at the local level,
which can vary greatly from municipality to municipality.
Indeed, with the release of comprehensive rules in November, according to which licensing and
regulation will be imposed on California’s longstanding gray market, numerous factors that
could affect wholesale pricing in the state in 2018 have clarified themselves.
Outlook for 2018
In our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market report, we detailed the numerous, varied, and
occasionally contradictory factors applying both upward and downward pressure to wholesale
prices in California with the opening of the regulated market in 2018 then approaching. Based on
the state’s Spot Index performance in Q3 and Q4 2017, it appears that supply side rates were
propped up overall by general uncertainty and the myriad new expenses that come with licensing
and oversight, even as the fall harvest customarily pushed down wholesale prices.
California’s composite price was actually up year-over-year in Q3 2017, when it averaged
$1,591 per pound, a 2.2% increase compared to the rate of $1,557 per pound documented in Q3
2016. Q4 2017 also saw California’s Spot Index settle above the same period in 2016, but only
just; Q4 2017’s average composite rate was $1,375 per pound, while the same quarter the prior
year saw an overall going price of $1,373 per pound. Despite reports of a bumper crop harvested
this fall, the factors that accompanied the preparation for and transition to the nascent regulated
market in the latter half of 2017 - including wholesale buyers stockpiling inventory to ensure that
they had product on hand at the beginning of licensed sales - resulted overall in the state’s Spot
price hovering a bit above the levels observed in the same span in 2016. This is a far cry from the
significant year-over-year downturns in wholesale pricing observed in the other major Western
markets, detailed below in the following sections.
Still, despite the elevated costs that come with operating in a licensed system, California’s Spot
Index opened 2018 by trending downward, nearly matching 2017’s annual low rate in the final
week of January 2018. At the moment, it appears that robust supplies from last year’s
greenhouse and outdoor harvests are applying downward price pressure. Additionally, as we just
mentioned, most retailers planning on entering the regulated market stockpiled inventory in the
latter portion of 2017, due to the fact that they can continue to sell such product through the first
half of this year, despite it not meeting new testing mandates and other requirements. As a result,
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demand from wholesale buyers has been low to start 2018, contributing to the depressed pricing
observed in the early weeks of the year.
Several factors could work to alter the market landscape observed in the first few weeks of 2018,
as the nebulous supply and demand dynamics of an under-construction market coalesce around
hard regulatory deadlines. The depletion of existing inventories held by retailers will happen at
some point, creating wholesale demand for product that must now be obtained through regulated
channels, as opposed to the informal conditions under which current stocks were acquired late
last year. Whether enough cultivators will have entered the regulated market by the time this
occurs is uncertain, as are questions of whether enough testing labs and distributors will be
online to facilitate the flow of supply sufficient to meet demand.
Potentially complicating matters, businesses are operating currently under temporary licenses
that expire after 120 days. Consequently, state regulatory bodies will be faced with the prospect
of issuing full annual licenses to replace them come mid-April and beyond - or extending those
temporary permits in some cases - all while continuing to process the applications of new
businesses entering the regulated system for the first time. If businesses are not able to renew
their licenses or obtain annual ones without interruption, they could be excluded temporarily
from the regulated market, raising the possibility of disruptions in the supply chain. However,
based on the fact that temporary licenses have been issued quickly and in fairly significant
numbers since the first were given out in mid-December 2017, it appears that the three regulatory
bodies responsible for permitting businesses may well have a handle on this aspect of their
herculean task.
Beyond the spring, July 1st will bring with it the end of the state’s “Transition Period,” as well as
the next step in its phase-in of required testing. These deadlines mean that “A” (adult-use) and
“M” (medical) type licenses will no longer be able to trade amongst each other, and will be
limited to doing business only with licensees of the same type. Existing inventory that does not
meet new testing and other standards will no longer be able to be sold, and new, more stringent
product screening requirements will go into effect. While those regulatory impositions will
almost certainly increase costs for businesses - which may consequently be passed along in
elevated wholesale and retail pricing - their approach could also prompt cultivators to sell off
flower ahead of July 1st in order to avoid having it subjected to stricter, more comprehensive and therefore more expensive - lab testing. However, it is possible that more supplies released
onto the market will also be met by increased demand from wholesale buyers, whose existing
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inventory may be getting sparse by the spring and early summer, and who might also be looking
to stock up again prior to enhanced testing going into effect.
Some recent reports have told of farmers attempting to sit on product until July, in the hopes that
it will garner higher rates after the transition period ends and new testing requirements begin.
While this strategy may ultimately pay off, underlying the new regulatory requirements are the
traditional seasonal fluctuations in supply that have characterized California’s cannabis market in
recent years. Specifically, July will bring with it increased production from the year’s first round
of light-deprivation harvests, which could work to override, offset, or at least ameliorate the
upward pressure on prices stemming from new regulatory impositions, depending on the scope
of crops harvested in the summer and their ability to meet new compliance requirements. On the
other hand, a surge of product from the mid-summer harvests, combined with new testing
mandates, could overwhelm laboratory capacity and result in a supply bottleneck similar to that
which was observed in Oregon in Q4 2016, which helped to raise wholesale rates even in the
midst of the fall harvest.
As summer draws to a close, similar issues will surround the first autumn cannabis harvest to
take place in California under the auspices of statewide oversight. While signs from the early
weeks of 2018 suggest that sufficient supply should never be an issue in the Golden State, the
rules of the road will be materially altered come the second half of the year and could throw up
hurdles to California’s ample production reaching market. Much will depend on how the supply
chain comes together, particularly distribution and lab testing capacity, as well as how much
demand the regulated system will actually face. If consumers decide to seek out lower-cost
product from informal channels, which are plentiful in California, discussions of adequate
product and supply bottlenecks could be for naught. Additionally, local rules at the moment
appear as if they will prevent retail outlets from proliferating freely and in great numbers, even in
major metropolitan areas, with lack of convenient access potentially stifling demand as well.
Still, in order to capture demand from said informal channels, licensed operations will feel
pressure to keep prices affordable, even as new costs and requirements are heaped upon them.
2018 will likely be a difficult year for many businesses, which will face tight margins and
continually-evolving rules. However, many current participants in California’s new regulated
system have been operating in the gray market for some time, making them adept at navigating
uncertain, shifting, and high-risk terrain.
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By the time 2018 has drawn to a close, the competing forces described above may very well
result in California’s Spot Index behaving in a manner comparable to what was observed in
2017, with rates hovering around similar levels as the state’s ample production retains value
more so than it would in prior years, due to increased expenses faced by licensed businesses and
uncertainty regarding near-term market conditions. It is also possible that the course taken by
wholesale pricing in California this year will bear some similarities to Oregon’s experience in
2017, namely, unpredictable weekly and monthly movements through the first three quarters of
the year, followed by a traditional fall harvest downturn that could be accentuated by increased
market maturation and stability as Q4 progresses and the year draws to a close.
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4.2. COLORADO
2017 Colorado Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

CO Spot Index

$1,231

$1,081

December 15

$1,430

January 27

Outdoor Spot

$1,202

$1,187

May 5

$1,233

February 3

Greenhouse Spot

$1,272

$1,042

December 29

$1,725

January 20

Indoor Spot

$1,195

$1,067

November 24

$1,405

January 27

7.4 pounds

3.0 pounds

January 20

17.3 pounds

February 10

Avg. Deal Size

Colorado’s Spot Index in 2017 continued the downward slide that commenced in early 2016 and
accelerated in the summer of that year. Colorado’s average Spot Index for the whole of 2017 is
almost 30% lower than that which was documented the year prior.

Similar to 2016, 2017 saw the state’s composite price peak in late January and reach its trough
toward the end of the year. 2017’s peak-to-trough decline of 24.4% is nothing to sneeze at, but it
is significantly less dramatic than the 37.1% decrease between 2016’s annual high and low
weekly Spot rates. While the negative momentum of Colorado’s Spot Index was tempered
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somewhat in 2017, it was still relentless for the most part, ultimately pushing down the state’s
composite price in the week ending December 15th to what was at the time a historically low
level for any state market. The downward trend in wholesale rates in Colorado was disrupted
only momentarily, and modestly, in April, and to a greater degree beginning in late summer, with
the latter period seeing record-setting monthly retail sales at the time. Otherwise, continually
expanding production, the slowing of year-over-year demand growth, overall market stability
with no significant regulatory interventions, and relatively lax quality-assurance and safety
testing of product ensured that supply side prices in Colorado trended downward for most of the
year.

Monthly volume-weighted average rates for warehouse and greenhouse flower also both
declined generally during the course of 2017. However, the decrease of the latter was more
consistent and of a greater magnitude. The going price for greenhouse product in Colorado fell in
nearly every month of 2017, with the only exception being a $4 per pound price rise from
October to November. Overall, December’s rate of $1,091 per pound is off 28.3% from the
January’s average price for such flower, a significantly greater proportional drop than the 15.5%
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slide observed for indoor product in the same span. Additionally, beginning in November 2016,
transaction data submitted by our price reporting network showed volume-weighted average
prices for greenhouse flower exceeding those for warehouse product every month, a situation
that was reversed in August and September 2017, but returned in October and November. 2017
closed with the monthly volume-weighted average rate for indoor flower back on top.
Overall, annual volume-weighted average prices for each grow type in Colorado are down
sharply from those of 2016. Despite the more consistent and larger proportional decline
experienced by rates for greenhouse product over the course of 2017, the just under 25%
year-over-year skid in its full-year average from 2016 to 2017 is less than the over 30% drop
observed for warehouse flower pricing.
The histogram below displays all reported wholesale trades in Colorado in 2017 by grow type
and price range. It reveals a market where supply side rates are closely clustered regardless of
grow type, a significant departure from 2016’s observations. Additionally, as we have noted,
wholesale prices declined sharply last year compared to 2016.
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To provide just a couple examples of how much rates have dropped in Colorado, our data in
2016 showed that about 20% of documented trades for warehouse flower closed for greater than
$2,000 per pound. In 2017, only 0.4% did so, an amount not visible in the above chart. Nearly
one-fifth of all observed transactions for indoor product in 2017 settled for $1,000 per pound or
below, while less than 5% were reported to do so the year prior.
The above histogram also shows a clustering of wholesale prices not seen in the other major
Western markets. Virtually all reported trades for outdoor flower were executed within a $500
price range, while 93% of deals for greenhouse product also closed within the same span,
between $1,001 and $1,500 per pound. A much greater proportion of transactions for outdoor
flower occupied the bottom half of the aforementioned price range, while those for greenhouse
product were more evenly distributed between the two $250 segments. Transactions involving
indoor flower were a bit more diversely priced, but not very much so; just under 90% of such
trades settled within a $750 range, from $751 to $1,500 per pound.
The chart above suggests that Colorado’s oversupply situation has reached a point that flower is
abundant enough that grow type and signifiers of quality - or any other evaluation criteria
employed to gauge differences in value - have become almost moot. This is despite an
uncountable number of cultivars that are produced by the state’s growers, each with varying
cannabinoid and terpene profiles. Our observations are supported by unrelated sources. In
analyzing listings from a prominent broker in the state in late January 2018, most individual
growers post various strains
at identical asking prices,
from well-known varieties
that have garnered awards to
unremarkable cultivars with
only meager THC test results.
While some have argued that
cannabis is too varied to
become commoditized, data
from Colorado’s wholesale
market refutes such
assertions. Potential
pathways by which purely
financial, rather than
physical, trading might
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emerge in state-legal U.S. cannabis markets are discussed below, in Section 5.
Also unique amongst the other major markets featured in this report are Colorado’s Transaction
Stats, displayed in the chart above, on the previous page. While varying week-to-week, both the
relative frequency of trades and the relative volume of product observed to be moved in the state
is split fairly evenly between warehouse and greenhouse flower, with the former holding slightly
larger shares in both metrics. This is a significant departure from 2016 when, for example,
greenhouse product made up a bit more than a quarter of all reported weight moved in the state.
Outdoor flower was also represented in this chart in 2016, but transactions for such product
being sold as flower this year, rather than feedstock for extraction and processing, have been
relatively sparse and were not significant enough to be included.
Finally, 2017 data juxtaposing wholesale rates in the medical and adult-use sectors of Colorado’s
market reveals an additional anomaly in supply side pricing in the country’s most mature legal
cannabis system. As shown in the chart above, on page 10, national assessments of rates for
product traded in medical and adult-use markets show the former tracking consistently above the
latter, sometimes significantly so. However, trends observed on the national level were upended
in Colorado in the second half of 2017.

As can be seen in the chart above, volume-weighted average wholesale prices for flower
intended for sale to the general adult public in Colorado exceeded those for product designated
as medical in the final two quarters of 2017. Although quarterly rates for both sectors of
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Colorado’s market declined consistently throughout the year, those for medical product did so
more dramatically, with Q4 2017’s going price off 23.2% compared to that of Q1 2017. The
volume-weighted average rate for flower in the adult-use realm in Colorado in Q4 2017 was
down by 12.6% compared to that documented in the first quarter of the year.
Decreasing demand is likely behind the more pronounced slide in wholesale prices for product in
the medical sector of Colorado’s market in 2017. From the end of 2016 through November 2017,
the most recent month for which data is available at the time of this writing, Colorado’s patient
count dropped from just under 95,000 to about 85,400. Additionally, while combined retail sales
for both segments of Colorado’s legal cannabis market were up by about 15% in 2017 compared
to the year prior, that increase is due entirely to a year-over-year rise of 26.6% in the adult-use
sector. Meanwhile, medical cannabis sales in 2017 reached only $416.5 million, down by 7.5%
compared to 2016’s sales of $445.6 million. It is probable that some people that were registered
as patients in prior years have let their medical cannabis cards lapse as 2017 progressed, with
retail price points in the adult-use market declining.
Outlook for 2018
In our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report, we stated, “Very little on the horizon suggests
that wholesale pricing in Colorado will experience a significant upswing in the remainder of the
year.” That turned out to be an understatement. We noted that even as total retail sales in the
state continued to increase in the first half of 2017, supply side rates continued a gradual
downward march, behavior that - while interrupted momentarily by small increases in
Colorado’s Spot in July and August - characterized the final third of 2017, as well as the early
weeks of 2018. Additionally, as we examine at length in Section 3.3, overall retail demand seems
to be leveling off, as year-over-year growth rates in combined sales to consumers and patients
contracted in the second half of 2017 relative to the first. Meanwhile, although production in the
Denver-Boulder region of the Front Range is effectively capped for the most part, farming in
southern Colorado, in Pueblo County and surrounding areas, continues to proliferate and expand.
Additionally, in our Mid-Year report we downplayed the potential impact on wholesale flower
prices that some have asserted will come with the imposition of mandated microbial screening of
such product in the medical sector. Such testing commenced at the outset of February. Early
observations suggest that the impact of the new requirement, which many operators were
accustomed to due to simultaneously doing business in the adult-use market where microbial
contaminant testing has been in place for some time, will be minimal.
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However, a new requirement that was formulated and adopted in state rulemaking in the second
half of 2017 will have the effect of increasing testing costs for all cultivators, and product
manufacturers as well. Beginning in 2018, even those operations that have achieved process
validation will be required to submit samples for monthly screenings for contaminant testing.
Again, while we do not expect such testing to disqualify significant amounts of flower from sale,
it will require cultivators to pay for additional tests not mandated previously. Prior to 2018,
operations that achieved process validation could exempt themselves from required screenings
for an entire year. Compulsory pesticide and mycotoxin testing for both adult-use and medical
product is also on the horizon, although the MED has not yet set a firm date for when they will
be implemented.
Overall, it appears at the moment that a market shakeout caused by businesses going under is one
of the few factors that could cause wholesale prices in Colorado to rise in a significant and
sustained manner. However, the case of Sweet Leaf suggests that even that might not result in
bumps in the road for supply side rates in the state unless the shakeout is widespread, involves
numerous sizeable businesses, and is relatively simultaneous. Sweet Leaf held 26 total licenses
in Colorado and operated 11 storefronts serving both the medical and adult-use markets. All
licenses and locations were raided and shut down in mid-December, but the abrupt closure of one
of the largest businesses in Colorado’s cannabis market did not result in any discernible ripples
in wholesale trading or supply side prices.
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4.3. OREGON
2017 Oregon Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

OR Spot Index

$1,861

$1,587

June 2

$2,254

January 27

Outdoor Spot

$1,215

$627

November 17

$1,807

January 6

Greenhouse Spot

$1,793

$1,211

November 10

$2,200

January 27

Indoor Spot

$2,124

$1,834

December 8

$2,540

February 10

2.9 pounds

1.4 pounds

April 21

6.6 pounds

September 8

Avg. Deal Size

Oregon’s Spot Index charted an unpredictable course for much of 2017, as the licensed adult-use
market that opened in October 2016 worked to steady itself while expanding and taking shape.
The Beaver State’s composite price declined 13.5%, from $2,101 per pound in the first week of
the year to $1,817 per pound in the final one, while dipping to an annual low in June, as seen
above, as well as a harvest-season trough of $1,631 per pound in the week ending December 1st.

Viewing wholesale pricing in Oregon in 2017 from a quarterly perspective emphasizes the
frequent up-and-down movement in the state’s Spot rate that was also seen on a weekly and
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monthly basis. Q1 2017 saw Oregon’s composite price average $1,960 per pound, which
decreased 8.9% to $1,786 per pound in Q2. The third quarter saw the state’s Spot Index jump
again, by 7.3%, to $1,917 per pound, before closing the year by averaging $1,780 per pound in
Q4, a quarter-over-quarter decline of 7.1%. However, lost in that accounting of the course of
Oregon’s composite price is the fact that it declined in each of the final three months of the year,
as seen in the chart below. Previously in 2017, Oregon’s Spot Index had not moved in the same
direction for more than two consecutive months, which it did only once.

The consistent slide in Oregon’s composite price over the course of Q4 is a sign that normal
seasonal trends are returning to a market that saw rising rates in the harvest seasons of both 2015
and 2016, due to significant regulatory interventions that have been chronicled in our previous
special reports. Still, anomalous month-to-month price movements by the volume-weighted
average rates for individual grow types - such as upticks in the price of greenhouse flower in July
and outdoor product in October, months in which rates for those grow types typically decline shows that supply and demand were still struggling to reach equilibrium in H2 2017.
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Although Oregon’s composite price and the going rates for individual grow types all declined
over the course of 2017, most of those price points were still up year-over-year. This is likely
due to the fact that for much of 2016 the state’s early recreational sales program was being
supplied by the production of small growers registered in the state’s medical cannabis system,
who were not subject to the stringent lab testing and other compliance requirements of those
licensed to operate specifically in the adult-use market. Oregon’s average Spot Index in 2017 $1,861 per pound - is up over 6% relative to 2016’s, while the full-year averages for warehouse
and greenhouse flower in 2017 increased by more than 10% and almost 5%, respectively,
compared to the year prior. While indoor product saw the largest increase in value from an
annual perspective, rates for such flower fell in each of the final four months of 2017, with the
trend continuing into the first month of 2018.
Only outdoor-grown product in Oregon experienced a year-over-year decline. 2017’s average
rate for such flower of $1,215 per pound is down over 20% compared to the full year average for
2016. Monthly volume-weighted average rates for outdoor product in 2017 were almost
universally lower than those observed in 2016, with only February experiencing a year-over-year
rise. Additionally, historically low prices for such flower in any state market were documented in
Oregon in November and December 2017.
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The histogram above, with all individual deals observed in 2017 by grow type and price,
contrasts sharply with that for Colorado’s market, above on page 58. No single price bucket
holds more than 26% of reported transactions for flower of any given grow type. The broad
distribution of trades for each grow type across a wide range of price points indicates that buyers
and sellers have yet to come to general agreement on price. It likely also speaks to greater
variability in the perceived quality of the available supply, which is being generated by hundreds
of operators that have been in business for only a relatively short time. Notably, the same data in
2016, when most of the product traded in the state was generated by small medical farmers that
had been growing for some time, shows greater clustering of trades for flower of all grow types,
with each seeing about or in excess of one-third of all trades fall into a single price bucket.
The histogram contained in our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report displays more
similarities to the one above, but the full year data illustrates the fact that wholesale pricing
declined generally as 2017 wore on, particularly for the sun-fueled grow types. For example, the
proportion of all trades for outdoor flower in 2017 documented to settle for $1,000 per pound or
less - about 37% - is more than double the percentage that did so from January through June, an
observation easily attributable to the fall harvest and the ample supply generated this year,
discussed above in this section, as well as in Section 3.4. However, a significant share of the
number of transactions for greenhouse product also fell into more inexpensive pricing buckets in
the latter six months of 2017. Whereas almost 40% of deals for such flower in all of 2017 settled
for $1,500 per pound or
below, only about 30% did
so in the first half of the
year. An increased
proportion of trades for
warehouse flower were also
executed for lower rates in
the second half of 2017, but
the shifts were not as
notable.
The fact that higher-priced
indoor product accounted
for almost half of the
reported weight moved in
Oregon in 2017 - as can be seen in the chart above - helped to prop up the state’s Spot Index
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against more quickly-declining prices for the sun-fueled grow types. Interestingly, even as the
relative frequency of trades for outdoor flower are up compared to 2016’s Transaction Stats, the
relative volume of such product is less than that which was documented last year. Greenhouse
flower in 2017 saw its share of the total observed volume traded increase by a greater percentage
than indoor flower relative to the year prior.
Outlook for 2018
Although wholesale prices in Oregon were relatively high through the first six months of 2017,
especially compared to those of the other major Western markets, a “plentiful, varied supply” of
flower was available to buyers even prior to the fall harvest commencing, as we stated in our
2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market report. The traditional autumn flood of product exacerbated
that situation, first pulling down volume-weighted average rates for outdoor flower to historic
lows, with those of the other grow types following that lead in the early weeks of 2018. Some
market participants raised the possibility that a supply bottleneck at the testing level could occur
with the fall harvest, but that did not come to pass and it appears such issues are a thing of the
past for Oregon’s licensed adult-use cannabis market.
Trends that commenced in the latter weeks of 2017 and persisted into 2018 are likely to continue
as the year wears on. No significant regulatory interventions that could disrupt or constrict
supply are evident on the horizon, while as of late January 2018 more than 1,100 applications for
new producer licenses were progressing through the state’s queue to join the 900 already
approved. On the demand side, an industry insider in Oregon has stated to our analysts that he
believes there are too many retailers open currently for the limited demand in the state, which
reportedly slumped in the latter months of 2017. If a significant portion of the 520 storefronts
licensed as of late January begin to go under as more cultivators come online, an increasing
number of sellers competing for shrinking shelf space could accelerate the wholesale price
decline that has marked the final quarter of 2017 and the first weeks of 2018. However, there are
another 230 applications for retail licenses under consideration currently that would likely
replace any shops that might shut their doors in the near term.
A potential increase in demand could be in the offing, if trends from Colorado and Washington
State’s retail sales are any indication. Based on tax collection data published by the Oregon
Department of Revenue, retail sales in the state’s adult-use market in its first full calendar year of
operation are on pace to reach about $400 million, exceeding Colorado’s in 2014. However,
given the significantly smaller population of Oregon, as well as reports of already-slowing
demand that are buttressed by the most recently-available tax receipts, whether the Beaver
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State’s licensed cannabis market will see dramatic year-over-year sales and demand growth is in
question. If it does not, it is likely that wholesale prices in the state will continue to drift
downward, potentially reaching the realms occupied by Colorado and Washington in 2017.
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4.4. WASHINGTON
2017 Washington Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

WA Spot Index

$1,347

$1,172

December 29

$1,524

February 10

Outdoor Spot

$1,104

$925

February 3

$1,400

May 12

Greenhouse Spot

$1,332

$1,153

October 6

$1,496

April 14

Indoor Spot

$1,475

$1,339

December 29

$1,634

April 14

18.8 pounds

8.7 pounds

January 20

37.3 pounds

June 16

Avg. Deal Size

As it did in the first half of 2017, Washington State’s Spot Index continued to largely mimic the
course of the national average. However, instead of a modest price recovery to close the year,
Washington’s composite rate dived to a record low for the state’s market in the final week of
2017. The state’s average Spot price in 2017 is down over 10% compared to that for 2016.

After the first half of 2017 was marked by relative stability in wholesale pricing, particularly in
regard to the other major Western markets, Washington State’s Spot Index was generally on the
decline from July through the end of the year. As noted above, the composite rate of $1,172 per
pound documented in the week ending December 29th was the lowest for Washington in the
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history of our reporting at the time, and is off 18.5% from H1 2017’s closing weekly price of
$1,438 per pound. The fact that Washington’s Spot Index fell to its annual low in the final week
of 2017 is a departure from previous observations in the state, as well as those from the other
Western markets, where yearly troughs frequently occur in November, subsequent to the bulk of
the fall harvest being cut down in October.

The average going rates for indoor, greenhouse, and outdoor product in 2017 were down by
about 15%, 12%, and 20%, respectively, relative to the year prior. However, while both
sun-fueled grow types saw decreases of roughly 13% in their monthly volume-weighted averages
from January through December 2017, warehouse flower’s monthly average price fell by almost
20% in the same span. Like the state Spot Index, the weekly volume-weighted average rate for
indoor product sank to its annual low in the final week of 2017, with that downward trend
continuing through the first weeks of 2018.
Similarly, although the annual low weekly price for outdoor flower in Washington State in 2017
was observed in February, the second and third lowest weekly rates of $952 and $948 per pound
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were documented in the final two weeks of the year. As we discussed above, in Section 3.3,
outdoor farmers in Washington outdid themselves again in 2017, after prior years had already
seen dramatic growth in the volume of product generated by the fall harvest. The significant
oversupply now characterizing the state’s wholesale market seems to have broken a dam, with
volume-weighted average prices for all grow types and Washington’s Spot Index tumbling to
historic lows for any state in the early weeks of 2018, observations expanded upon further below
in this section, in the outlook for 2018.
The histogram below shows all reported wholesale transactions in Washington State in 2017, by
grow type and price range.

As was the case in 2016 and the first six months of 2017, full year data from 2017 reveals that
greenhouse flower in Washington is one of the most consistently-priced product types in the
country, with about two-thirds of all trades falling into a single price bucket. The distribution of
transactions for indoor flower in a stepped arrangement, descending in frequency fairly regularly
as rates increase, suggests that buyers and sellers are on the same page in evaluating such
product and determining relative value.
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Still, a comparison of 2017’s histogram with that from the year prior shows that pricing has
declined across all grow types. 2016 saw over three-quarters of all documented trades for
warehouse product close for greater than $1,500 per pound, while only about half did so in 2017.
Also in 2017, nearly 40% of reported transactions for outdoor flower were executed for $1,000
per pound or less, a share roughly double that which was observed in 2016. Additionally, the
percentage of deals for greenhouse product that settled for greater than $1,500 per pound in 2017
was less than half the proportion that did so in the year prior.
Greenhouse flower wielded the most significant influence of any grow type on Washington
State’s Spot Index, constituting over half of the documented weight moved in 2017, as illustrated
in the chart at right, a
significant departure from
2016’s Transaction Stats,
which are examined in our
previous annual report. The
relative frequency of trades
for such product also
nearly doubled
year-over-year, indicating
an expansion of
greenhouse cultivation in
Washington in 2017
relative to 2016. The
relative volume of outdoor
flower was down
significantly compared to
last year, with reasons akin to those discussed in regard to national-level Transaction Stats in
Section 2.2 likely also behind the shift in the Evergreen State. In the face of notable changes in
the relative frequency of deals and relative volumes of the sun-fueled grow types, those metrics
for indoor product in 2017 were comparable to those reported in 2016.
Outlook for 2018
The closing weeks of 2017 and the early ones of 2018 have seen Washington State’s Spot Index
- as well as the volume-weighted average rates for individual grow types - repeatedly establish
new records for historically low prices not seen before in any state market. The precipitous drop
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in supply side rates in the Evergreen State is a departure from the relative stability that marked
Washington’s composite price through the first two-thirds of 2017, which led us to suggest in our
2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report that the state’s market was becoming more settled and
regular.
Still, in that report we acknowledged that despite any equilibrium that cannabis commerce in
Washington may have found in the initial portions of 2017, the growth rate of retail sales in the
state was slowing and the fall harvest was on the horizon. With a 2017 autumn crop as much as
50% larger than 2016’s, which was itself over twice as large as the volume harvested in 2015,
according to LCB data discussed in our Annual Review & Outlook: 2016-2017 Edition, it
appears that no amount of skilled inventory management or incremental increases in demand
could have prevented wholesale prices from tumbling. Dr. Jim MacRae, a data scientist that
studies Washington’s market, stated to our analysts in December that there were hundreds of
tons of excess product available to wholesale buyers, with some farmers still sitting on flower
from 2016’s harvest that they have been unable to move.
Regulators appear to have recognized the oversupply, though how much they might be able to do
to remedy it remains an open question. In mid-December 2017, the LCB issued a notice of
rulemaking that stated, “The LCB is considering rule changes regarding cannabis production
canopy as it relates to supply and demand for cannabis within Washington State. Rule change
proposals will address how the LCB may adjust canopy amounts to keep pace with demand for
cannabis products (increases or decreases) should adjustments become necessary.” Since fall
2017, a “Canopy Analyst Team” has been taking detailed measurements of the state’s crops in
order to better gauge the actual production capacity of licensed farmers.
While the LCB’s notice stated that both increases and decreases to current production capacity in
the state may be on the table - and it would certainly be useful for regulators to have the
mechanisms in place to do both, as needed - recent market conditions and discussions with those
familiar with Washington’s licensed system indicate that the latter is the pressing issue at the
moment. Again, though, while measures to cap production and restrict it to existing levels are
easily imagined, the state’s current output is responsible for what appears to be a severe
oversupply situation, and simply letting licensed cultivators continue farming at their current
capacity will only exacerbate it. Whether the LCB will move to cut existing production in the
state, and how they might go about it, is a hazy prospect; such intervention is to this point
unprecedented in the short history of state-regulated cannabis markets in the U.S. Efforts to force
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operators to downsize their crops or even to shut down would likely result in protracted legal
battles.
The rulemaking noted above is at the time of this writing still in its initial stages. Once the
LCB’s intent and approach are clarified, market participants and observers will have a better idea
of how supply dynamics might be impacted concretely by what appears at the moment to be the
most consequential issue facing Washington’s market. Still, the rulemaking process is not a brief
one, and once new regulations are formulated they will take additional time to implement. In the
meantime, there is little apart from a significant market shakeout - which we discussed above in
Colorado’s outlook for 2018 - that appears capable of lifting wholesale prices in Washington in
the near future.
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4.5. NEVADA
2017 Nevada Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

NV Spot Index

$2,541

$2,159

June 2

$2,867

March 31

Avg. Deal Size

6.7 pounds

3.3 pounds

June 30

12.0 pounds

September 29

Despite beginning recreational sales in July 2017, only eight months after the ballot initiative to
legalize cannabis for the general adult public was approved, Nevada’s state Spot Index
experienced only one major fluctuation around that event and concluded the year characterized
by relative stability.

Our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report recounts in detail the landscape of the supply side
of Nevada’s legal cannabis market in the weeks leading up to and just after adult-use sales
commenced on July 1st. In short, while wholesale prices spiked in the weeks just after retail sales
to the general public began, they quickly stabilized and began to decline to close Q3. The final
quarter of 2017 exhibited relative steadiness, with the high and low weekly prices in that period
separated by only about $225.
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Even in the face of increased demand from the adult-use market in the second half of 2017,
Nevada’s average Spot price for the year is down over 10% relative to 2016’s full-year average.
It must be remembered that commercial medical sales only commenced in Nevada at the end of
July 2015. 2016 saw the state’s Spot Index routinely exceed $3,000 per pound in the first half of
the year as new cultivators ramped up operations to begin serving an already-existing patient
base. (Medical cannabis had been legalized in Nevada in 2000, but a regulated system of
commercial production and sales was not established until 15 years later.)

One of the primary reasons why wholesale pricing in Nevada did not experience significant,
lasting disruptions around the beginning of adult-use sales is the lack of caps on the production
capacity of licensed cultivators, who may grow as much as they deem necessary to supply the
market. A few months prior to the beginning of adult-use sales in July, industry insiders in
Nevada described the state’s medical market as oversupplied. While numerous reports have
attributed the temporary July spike in wholesale prices as due to a shortage of available product,
it is our view that difficulties surrounding mandatory third-party distribution requirements, and
not short supply, were primarily responsible for the increase in wholesale rates.
Nevada retailers of course experienced increased demand and have posted strong sales figures in
the first few months for which such data is available, outpacing those documented in Colorado
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and Washington in the first year of adult-use sales in those states. The abrupt expansion of
demand undoubtedly contributed to the nearly 20% increase in the state’s Spot Index from June
to July. However, by October, just one quarter after the opening of adult-use sales at the outset of
Q3, Nevada’s composite price had dropped to $2,355 per pound, off 12.3% from July’s going
rate. Overall, the average state Spot Index in Nevada in Q4 2017 - $2,439 per pound - is down by
7.2% compared to Q3’s going rate of $2,629 per pound. Nearly identical monthly composite
prices in the final two months of 2017 emphasize the quick return to steadiness observed in
Nevada’s wholesale pricing landscape. As we have seen most recently in Oregon - a case
examined in detail in Section 3.4 - wholesale prices do not typically stabilize and begin to trend
downward for at least a year after the opening of adult-use sales. The lack of production caps on
Nevada cultivators allowed for the generation of supply that was for the most part sufficient to
meet the demand of the general adult public.
The histogram below shows all recorded deals in Nevada in 2017 by price range. The
distribution of trades for indoor flower is much less concentrated than in 2016, when well in
excess of half of all such deals settled for greater than $2,750 per pound.
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In 2017, the vast majority of trades were distributed relatively evenly in the three most expensive
price buckets shown in the chart above. However, almost a third - the highest single proportion
of documented transactions - were executed for between $2,251 and $2,500 per pound, close to
double the percentage that did so in 2016. The proportion of trades that settled for between
$2,001 and $2,250 per pound in 2017 roughly tripled compared to the year prior.
Outlook for 2018
The distribution difficulties that plagued the first couple weeks of Nevada’s adult-use market
appear to be firmly in the rearview mirror, while adequate supply does not seem to have ever
been a pressing issue, despite some accounts. With permanent rules to govern the licensed
adult-use system in Nevada adopted by regulators in January 2018, the market is set to expand,
although growth in production capacity and retail access points do not appear as if they will
progress in a balanced manner. As of late January 2018, there are about 60 retailers in Nevada, as
well as roughly 100 cultivators.
We noted above that licensed growers in Nevada do not have caps on how much they can
cultivate. Additionally, there are no caps on the number of cultivation licenses that can be issued
by the state, while only a further few dozen retail licenses are set to be awarded later in 2018. A
significant proportion of the cannabis farmers operating in Nevada are integrated already with a
retail operation; a source familiar with the state’s market estimated about two-thirds of Nevada
growers were part of an integrated operation shortly before adult-use sales commenced in July.
Since then, retailers not associated with cultivation operations have reportedly been obtaining
growing licenses, while those that were already are expanding their farming capacity.
Meanwhile, at a public hearing just prior to the adoption of Nevada’s permanent rules for
adult-use cannabis commerce, standalone cultivators warned that their operations were facing
serious viability issues due to increasing vertical integration in the market. By establishing and
expanding associated grow facilities, vertically integrated operations are in effect working to
ensure that they can supply themselves fully, without having to purchase from the wholesale
market.
Furthermore, the cost of producing cannabis in Nevada is almost sure to subside in 2018, as
producers establish and expand greenhouses, with warehouse operations become more efficient
due to growing on a greater scale. Outdoor cultivation may also crop up in Nevada, as it is
permitted in the newly-adopted permanent rules. While it remains to be seen whether the state’s
climate will foster a significant number of such operations, their establishment could provide a
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source of inexpensive plant material to be used for extraction and infused product manufacturing.
Processed products are reportedly in high demand in Las Vegas, which constitutes the vast
majority of Nevada’s total state market.
Overall, it appears as if the stage is set for falling wholesale prices in Nevada in 2018. However,
demand remains a significant unknown due to the completely unique character of the state’s
market, which is centered around the robust number of tourists that visit Las Vegas. As noted
above, retail sales in the early months of Nevada’s adult-use system have significantly exceeded
those of Colorado or Washington in the months after those markets opened. Whether they will
see similar growth rates is another question, and far from certain. So far, retail sales have been
up-and-down month-to-month, as opposed to the steady month-over-month increases that
Colorado experienced in its first year of adult-use sales, and beyond. At the moment, unless
demand begins to grow significantly and consistently, it appears that Nevada’s market could see
supply outpace it and push down wholesale prices as 2018 wears on.
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4.6. MICHIGAN
2017 Michigan Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

MI Spot Index

$2,103

$1,746

November 24

$2,398

August 25

Greenhouse Spot

$1,948

$1,705

May 12

$2,283

February 3

Indoor Spot

$2,139

$1,727

November 24

$2,500

February 10

6.4 pounds

2.5 pounds

June 16

18.0 pounds

November 24

Avg. Deal Size

The course charted by Michigan’s Spot Index in 2017 shares some general similarities with the
behavior of the state’s composite price in 2016, despite being significantly lower overall.
However, the conditions underlying the movement of wholesale pricing in Michigan in 2017
were drastically different than those in 2016.

Michigan’s sizeable patient base of roughly 265,000 as of the end of 2017 was throughout that
year supplied by small individual caregivers permitted to grow a maximum of 72 plants indoors
or in greenhouses. However, the early stages of putting in place a regulatory regime to govern
commercial medical cannabis activity in the state, pursuant to a set of laws passed in late 2016,
dramatically reshaped Michigan’s market landscape and will likely leave it unrecognizable once
the new licensed system is fully in place in the second half of 2018.
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As was the case in 2016, prices in Michigan in 2017 were elevated in the first half of the year but
trended downward in H2, reaching their trough in conjunction with the fall harvest season. While
outdoor cultivation was not strictly legal under the medical cannabis rules in place in 2017, it is
likely that such production exerted downward pressure on the wholesale rates of indoor and
greenhouse growers operating within the state’s guidelines. Similar to the West Coast, growing
conditions in Michigan during the fall were reportedly favorable, according to a caregiver in the
state, which undoubtedly benefited greenhouse, as well as outdoor, cultivators.

Furthermore, as far back as our previous Annual Review & Outlook, we reported that cultivation
activities were proliferating in Michigan. Some operators were likely seeking a foothold in the
market as lawmakers attempted to bring greater certainty to medical cannabis operations, while
an ultimately unsuccessful petition drive in 2016 raised the prospect that the state could vote on
whether to legalize for adult-use. Still, others were likely looking to make fast cash prior to the
imposition of any licensing and oversight. Regardless, the result was generally increased supply
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in the state that pushed down wholesale prices. 2017’s average Spot Index of $2,103 per pound is
off by almost 20% compared to 2016’s.
The overall slide in supply side rates that commenced in Michigan in August, visible in the chart
on the previous page, was not due only to a boost in cannabis production in the state. Over the
course of 2017, it is likely that the number of dispensaries in the state purchasing wholesale
flower from caregivers declined. We discussed the significant contraction of the number of
storefronts in Detroit, Michigan’s largest metropolitan area, in our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale
Market Report.
Additionally, beginning in Q3 2017, the state’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs
(LARA), which oversees the Bureau of Medical Marihuana Regulation (BMMR), begin issuing
advisory bulletins regarding the imminent transition to a licensed, regulated medical cannabis
market, some of which are also discussed in our prior Mid-Year Report. Notices told existing
operators of new capitalization requirements, as well as criteria that would be used to determine
whether a business could continue running while its state license application was being
processed. Seeing the writing on the wall, some existing dispensaries - and other businesses shut their doors. In other cases, such as in the capital city of Lansing, local officials enacted rules
that shut down dispensaries in the city, leaving only a handful operating where there had once
been dozens. The reduction in the number of wholesale buyers, combined with continually
increasing supply, helped to push down rates in Michigan to close 2017.
Michigan’s monthly Spot Index dropped below the $2,000 per pound threshold for the first time
in the history of our reporting in October 2017. The monthly volume-weighted average rate for
indoor flower followed in November. Indoor product saw an over 20% year-over-year dip in its
2017 average relative to its going rate in 2016. The average price for greenhouse flower in 2017
was also down by a similar, if slightly smaller, percentage compared to 2016.
However, it should be noted that much of the year-over-year decline is attributable to higher
rates documented in the first half of 2016. A comparison of volume-weighted average prices for
greenhouse flower in the fourth quarter of the past two years reveals only a 5.6% downturn, from
$1,959 per pound in Q4 2016 to $1,850 per pound in Q4 2017. Similarly, juxtaposing Q4
averages for Michigan’s Spot Index shows an almost 10% downturn in 2017, as is the case for
indoor product prices, whereas the full year composite price and that for warehouse flower were
down by roughly double those proportions.
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The distribution of individual transactions by grow type and price range, illustrated in the
histogram below, emphasizes further the overall decline in wholesale rates that market
participants in Michigan experienced in 2017. Perhaps most noticeably, the percentage of trades
for indoor product that were executed for more than $2,750 per pound was in 2017 less than half
that which was reported in 2016, in addition to being down significantly compared to only H1
2017 data.

Additionally, almost two-thirds of transactions for greenhouse flower in 2016 settled for greater
than $2,000 per pound, a proportion that shrunk to a bit more than a third in 2017. In general,
greenhouse-grown product is much more consistently priced in Michigan relative to indoor
flower, with almost half of all deals for the former settling within a single price bucket, for
between $1,751 and $2,000 per pound. More broadly, about 85% of all trades for greenhouse
flower were closed for between $1,501 and $2,250 per pound. The most populated $750 price
range for deals for warehouse product - that from $1,751 to $2,500 per pound - encompassed
roughly 70% of all observed transactions for such flower in 2017.
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Outlook for 2018
As stated above, Michigan’s medical cannabis market began to be refashioned dramatically in
the latter portion of 2017. By the end of 2018 the diffuse network of tens of thousands of
unregulated caregivers that has been growing for years to supply dispensaries of questionable
legality, as well as patients directly, will be a distant memory, to be replaced by statewide
licensing and regulation of growers, processors, dispensaries, and testing labs.
In the meantime, the contraction and eventual elimination of unregulated commerce has already
begun. The opening of the regulated supply chain is expected to occur with the issuance of state
licenses in the spring of 2018, when businesses that transition into the licensed system will face
increased operating costs on top of the capital expenses already required to apply for and
establish a permitted facility. Initially, a relatively small number of licensed operations compared to the many informal dispensaries and other businesses that existed previously - will
have to suffice to serve Michigan’s large patient base. Unpredictable wholesale pricing
movements would not be surprising given the fundamental overhaul of the state’s medical
cannabis market, while the aforementioned features of the new landscape in which businesses
will operate suggest generally upward pressure on supply side product rates.
LARA began accepting applications for state licenses on December 15th, shortly after
emergency rules were issued to provide guidelines for the nascent regulated market. Some
existing operators may continue running their businesses with local approval, so long as a state
license is applied for by February 15th, but relatively few municipalities have put in place
affirmative rules to permit and govern the industry locally. As a result, numerous operations will
likely be forced to close, if they have not already, or have been working to relocate to a more
favorable local jurisdiction. Overall, though, the period from mid-February through the spring,
when the first state licenses are expected to be issued, will probably be a turbulent one.
Once the licensed system is up and running, significant questions remain. As opposed to the
several hundreds of pages of emergency rules issued by California regulators, Michigan’s
emergency regulations to get their licensed medical program off the ground span all of 33 pages.
One major point of confusion regards quality assurance and safety testing of product. Although
now required according to Michigan’s current emergency rules, those on the ground in the state
assert that testing labs are not able to perform the ostensibly mandated screenings. Overall, it
appears that the framework for Michigan’s licensed medical system will experience a great deal
of its construction simultaneous to it actually getting up and running. The lack of clarity
regarding the final form of the regulated market on the state level, combined with few local
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governments permitting commercial operations, suggests that the medical cannabis supply chain
in Michigan will face a difficult transition and be reduced in scope significantly, with market
stability not likely to be achieved until near the end of 2018 at the earliest.
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4.7. ARIZONA
2017 Arizona Market Highlights
Average

Low - value

Low - date

High - value

High - date

AZ Spot Index

$2,209

$1,926

September 8

$2,565

January 20

Avg. Deal Size

6.4 pounds

2.9 pounds

April 7

12.4 pounds

November 3

Arizona’s Spot Index opened 2017 at $2,293 per pound and would close the year down 8.7%,
settling at $2,103 per pound in the week ending December 29th. The overall downward trend
that characterized the course of the state’s composite price occurred in the face of significant
growth in patient count, as well as a proportionally greater year-over-year increase in sales
volume.

By the end of 2017, Arizona’s medical cannabis program counted nearly 153,000 registered
patients on its rolls, a figure up by 33.7% compared to the less than 115,000 enrolled at the
conclusion of 2016. While the increase in the state’s patient count was impressive, it was
outpaced by the year-over-year growth in sales volume. Registered patients purchased over
80,000 pounds of flower from dispensaries in 2017, according to data from the state Department
of Health Services (ADHS), which oversees the medical cannabis program. Flower sales volume
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in 2017 was up by almost 50% compared to 2016, when less than 54,000 pounds were retailed to
patients. Additionally, 2017’s sales volume of edibles and other infused products was up by over
30% compared to that which took place the year prior.
Despite the sizeable increase in demand experienced by what was in 2017 the nation’s largest
regulated medical cannabis market, Arizona’s Spot Index declined progressively in each quarter
of 2017. After sliding by 6.7% from Q1 to Q2, the state’s composite rate would average $2,154
per pound in Q3, a drop of 2.9%, followed by another quarter-over-quarter decrease of identical
proportions to close the year.

The number of businesses participating in Arizona’s medical system is capped at 130, with a
second batch of 31 licenses issued in Q4 2016 that worked to come online throughout 2017.
However, those operations are for the most part vertically integrated, though they can trade
amongst themselves and not all licensees cultivate their own supply entirely. Those that do are
not subject to limits on their production capacity and can expand as necessary to meet market
demand.
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Wholesale transaction data collected over the course of the past two calendar years shows that
cannabis production in Arizona has been able to keep pace with the robust annual growth in the
medical program that has occurred in that span. It should also be noted that cannabis and other
products traded in the state’s medical market are not subject to quality assurance and safety
testing, allowing supply to flow freely without the threat of product being removed from
circulation.
The histogram below shows all documented wholesale transactions in Arizona in 2017 by grow
type and price range. The distribution of trades into price buckets demonstrates that supply side
rates are fairly consistent - and relatively high compared to states with adult-use markets - but
have on the whole shifted downward from 2016.

Just like 2016, greenhouse-grown flower in Arizona was observed to be the most
consistently-priced product type in any state that allowed more than just warehouse cultivation.
However, slightly increased diversity in wholesale rates for such product was observed in 2017;
2016 saw almost 90% of all reported trades for greenhouse flower fall into a single price bucket,
and a higher one than that occupied by the vast majority of 2017’s documented deals. Also
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analogous to 2016, over 80% of observed transactions for indoor product in 2017 fell into a $750
price range. However, that range shifted downward considerably in 2017. For comparison, over
half of all deals for warehouse product documented in 2016 were executed for greater than
$2,500 per pound, whereas only about 15% of trades for such flower did so in 2017.
Outlook for 2018
In our 2017 Mid-Year Wholesale Market Report, we postulated that wholesale pricing in
Arizona would continue to be relatively stable in the second half of last year, while trending
downward as it came to a close. For the time being, it is likely that the state’s Spot Index will
continue along the fairly steady, gradually downward path that it has charted over the course of
the past two years, although Arizona’s composite price could also conceivably see an
acceleration in its rate of decline in 2018.
Continued downward pressure on wholesale cannabis prices in Arizona could result from
expanding supply and a slowdown in the growth of demand. As of the end of 2017, the state’s
patient count constituted just over 2% of Arizona’s roughly 7 million residents. In medical
cannabis markets across the country, the number of individuals enrolled in patient registries
rarely exceeds 2% of a state’s population, suggesting that the expansion of Arizona’s patient
base could slow in 2018. Indeed, December 2017 saw a less than 1% month-over-month increase
in the state’s patient count, where previous months had typically seen upticks of 2 - 3%.
Furthermore, the greater proportional growth in sales volume compared to patient count in 2017
also raises the question of how much more product can be consumed by Arizona’s medical
cannabis community. However, historical data from Colorado’s medical cannabis market
indicates that further growth in sales volume is possible even if the expansion of Arizona’s
patient base slows or plateaus. In Colorado in 2016, the most recent full year for which data is
available, a patient base of roughly 100,000 - about two-thirds of Arizona’s current patient count
- purchased almost 160,000 pounds of flower from dispensaries over the course of the year,
roughly double the amount Arizona’s significantly larger patient community bought in 2017.
However, even if sales volume figures continue to grow, reports from over the course of 2017
indicate that Arizona licensees are engaged in expanding production, with some in the growing
market the recipients of notable outside investment. To this point, operators in the state have
proved up to the task of meeting steadily increasing demand without product shortfalls.
Finally, Senate Bill 1420 was introduced in late January 2018. The measure has been touted by
some accounts as one that would impose required testing on medical cannabis production in
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Arizona, which to this point does not mandate any type of quality assurance or safety screenings
of flower or other products. However, even if passed into law the proposal would not affect
wholesale pricing in Arizona’s medical cannabis market in 2018 for the simple fact that it would
not be implemented until 2019.
Additionally, a review of the bill at the time of this writing shows that it would not put in place a
system of required testing like that which is found in Oregon, or even one akin to the more lax
screening programs of Colorado or Washington. Instead, state officials would be empowered to
test and inspect product to make sure that labels and disclosures included with it were accurate.
In other words, it appears that even if an Arizona cultivator were to use a pesticide that is
technically illegal to apply to cannabis under state and federal law, that flower would still be
allowed to be sold so long as the use of the chemical was disclosed in the accompanying
paperwork. Product found to be contaminated by mold or mildew would be required to be
remediated, but then permitted to be sold, so long as the remediation process was successful and
disclosed.
As such, the bill does not appear as if it would remove significant amounts of flower or other
products from circulation or disqualify them for sale, though it would perhaps result in a less
smooth path to market for certain harvest or production batches, thus raising costs to businesses.
Again, though, the measure as written is not scheduled to be enacted until 2019, indicating that
flower and other products will make their way to patients in Arizona without the impediment of
any type of state oversight for quality assurance or safety through the remainder this year.
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5. The Evolution of Cannabis as a Commodity
5.1 The Continuing Maturation of the U.S. Cannabis Market
The chart below illustrates the typical stages of market development as a given commodity
matures. These general stages have been observed in other commodities in the past, and we are
seeing similar evolution in the U.S. cannabis markets, albeit unevenly across regions and states.

In the earliest stage, producers have little or no access to broad market metrics or indications of
prices and volumes in the future. Production plans can be limited by cash availability and some
of the only tools to protect against crop loss include cash reserves and significant inventories.
Bilateral agreements are a natural step forward, and such contracts are being executed already in
the U.S. cannabis sector. Forward sales contracts provide a known and fixed margin to the
producer, as well as a known and fixed cost to the processor or distributor. These agreements
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also affirm volumes to be transacted in the future and allow better investment planning
throughout the value chain.
Brokers and Over-The-Counter (OTC) markets are expected to be increasingly prevalent in the
future, with brokers already establishing a presence in several key states. Either structure allows
buyers and sellers to interact with many more counterparties than they could if all interactions
were bilateral. Standard specifications for the physical product greatly enhance the efficiency of
brokerage, and eventually enable OTC marketplaces such as physical auctions or bulletin boards.
When sufficient standardization of benchmark
contracts emerges, true physical and financial products
exchanges can again greatly increase the efficiency of
these markets and provide the liquidity necessary for a
host of ancillary products and services. That liquidity
and standardization also allows more meaningful
analysis of the markets through the use of more
sophisticated metrics like implied volatilities and the
Moving Average Convergence-Divergence.
We see cannabis markets in various geographies
exhibiting the characteristics of stages one and two, and
in some cases beginning to enter some aspects of stage
three. The advancing legalization of adult-use sales will
further that evolutionary trend by adding more
transaction volume throughout supply chains.
Transactional volumes remain highest in those larger
geographies with multiple buyers and sellers, relatively
stable regulations, and little vertical integration. As
rules and regulations evolve, participants will adopt
new plans and methods in order to respond to the
changing environment.
Among these, several key issues will clearly be advancing in 2018, and these are discussed
further in the following sections of this chapter.
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5.2 Volatility as a Measure of Uncertainty
One very common way to measure the level of price uncertainty for any commodity is
“volatility.” This metric provides a measurement of how much prices would be expected to
change over an entire year, on average. In past market reports, we provided snapshots of the
volatility of selected cannabis markets compared to other goods. The graph below builds upon
that analysis by contrasting the one-year change in these volatilities. The green bars are the
Cannabis Benchmarks Spot Indices for the major Western markets and the U.S. as a whole. The
yellow / gold bars are a mix of commonly traded non-cannabis commodities.

In 2017, the level of cannabis spot price uncertainty declined from the levels measured in 2016.
This was the case in all four key states and the national average. To better understand this issue,
we also looked at the price volatilities of other agricultural and energy commodities, and see that
only wheat showed an increase in volatility for 2017 over the 2016 level. This was due to a
major summer rally in 2017, with a 33% price increase from the start of the year. Initial
expectations included a massive downturn in acreage and reduced production, prognostications
bolstered by forecasts of summer weather marked by drought and excessive heat. Those concerns
abated beginning in July, balanced by global stocks and production data that punished pricing
through the end of the year. By comparison, soybean and corn prices were relatively stable,
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varying only 16% from their peak levels in 2017.
Natural Gas and Crude Oil price volatilities are typically much higher than the major agricultural
commodities, possibly because those supplies are continuous rather than seasonal crops and tend
to have much smaller inventories on hand. Thus, news of changes in supply, demand, or
transportation can have much greater impact on near-term pricing.
Spot price volatility is typically greater in new and emerging markets - like cannabis - compared
to more established ones, since the latter tend to have a greater number of participants, higher
trading volumes, and better defined rules and venues for trading. Volatility can be troublesome
for all of the participants in the value chain:
● Growers need price certainty for future sales in order to plan and budget production.
● Buyers need price certainty to lock in margins and make reasonable financing decisions.
● Vendors and investors need a reliable view of future prices in order to assess business
viability, as well as to plan and allocate capital accordingly.
Traditional supply and demand elements such as weather and logistics drive many agricultural
markets. Both affected wholesale cannabis prices in 2017 - and years prior - with summer
light-deprivation crops and the autumn harvest influencing rates, mainly in the West Coast states
and Colorado. Meanwhile, distribution issues affected trading at the outset of adult-use sales in
Nevada, and could possibly surface in California this year as the state’s new regulated supply
chain coalesces.
Additionally, significant price jumps in regional cannabis markets appear to still be driven
largely by anticipated regulatory actions. The general decline in 2017 cannabis spot price
volatilities may indicate that such regulatory and economic surprises were fewer than in prior
years, a statement that can be applied almost unequivocally to the major markets of Colorado,
Washington State, and Oregon. Until the cannabis market participant pools are larger and the
transactions volumes grow, the associated spot price volatilities are likely to continue outpacing
other commodities.
Notably, the volatility of Colorado’s legal cannabis market in 2017 was comparable to, or even
lower than, those of some traditional agricultural commodities, suggesting a modicum of stability
in the nation’s most mature regulated system that may be echoed in other states as markets
continue to develop. Increasing regulatory certainty, however, provides no assurance of
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continually decreasing price volatility. In addition to the potential of abrupt price movement due
to climatic and supply-chain incidents, significant disruption in state-legal cannabis systems
could result from federal intervention or a market-driven shakeout of businesses and ensuing
consolidation, to name a few possibilities.
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5.3 Implied Forward Curve
Implied Forward Curve vs. Actual U.S. Spot Index Performance for H2 2017
In our 2017 Mid-Year Report, we included the chart below, which shows the actual U.S. Spot
Index for the first half of the year, with our six-month U.S. Implied Forward Curve appended.
Our Forward prices are an assessment of the national forward wholesale transactional price that
buyers are agreeing to pay, prepaying, or would be willing to pay, per pound, for future delivery.
We also included the trajectories observed in 2015 and 2016 by applying the historic July
through December month-on-month percent change for those years to the July 28, 2017 closing
Spot price of $1,626. The intent was to show additional potential price paths if the second half of
2017 followed the price movement of a prior year or years.

The actual price path for the second half of 2017 is plotted in the chart below, along with the
same three price path scenarios. While the Spot price diverged from the Implied Forward price
assessed in July 2017 by as much as $119, it tracked more closely with the Forward price than
with either of the prior years’ trajectories. The U.S. Spot Index averaged $1,491 during the
August through December period, while the U.S. Implied Forward averaged $1,489 during the
same period.
When the Forward Curve for the remainder of 2017 was assessed in July of that year, market
participants anticipated that prices for wholesale cannabis flower would mimic the behavior
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observed in the same period in 2016, but would not descend as low. For the most part, those
expectations were met. However, the most notable divergence from the July 2017 Implied
Forward Curve taken by the actual course of the U.S. Spot Index occurred in a span from
mid-August through September and recalled observations documented in that period in 2015.

While similar on their face, the rise in the U.S. Spot Index that began in August and continued
through September in both 2015 and 2017 were the result of different market conditions. In
2015, the broadspread oversupply that characterizes the major Western markets today had not yet
come to a head. Colorado’s state Spot Index was roughly double the composite prices observed
in the final weeks of 2017, while an early recreational sales program that was to begin in Oregon
in October 2015 stoked demand from wholesale buyers in the state, pushing rates up. Tighter
supply relative to 2017 also meant that wholesale prices generally trended upward as the summer
progressed, with markets awaiting new inventory from the fall harvest.
The uptick in the U.S. Spot that occurred in September 2017 was not anticipated by participants
in state-legal wholesale cannabis markets at the time the Forward Curve was assessed in July, as
the landscape had changed significantly since 2015. Light-deprivation harvests provided more
consistent and voluminous supply throughout the summer months, leading to the expectation that
wholesale rates would trend downward through August and September, leading into the
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traditional autumn price trough. Yet, in both Colorado and Washington State, composite prices
began climbing in August, peaking around Labor Day weekend. This behavior may have been
driven by increased demand around that holiday, which retailers use as a reason to run
promotions in an attempt to move greater volumes of product. Additionally, both California and
Oregon would see their state Spot Indices rise month-over-month in September. In the former, a
bump in rates for greenhouse flower was responsible, while the latter was still experiencing
generally unpredictable up-and-down price movement as the relatively young licensed adult-use
system - which was less than a year old at that point - continued to expand and mature.
Overall, seasonality is a constant force to be reckoned with when assessing Forward prices in the
latter half of any year, with market participants generally expecting national wholesale rates to
dip to annual lows in late October or November on the back of fall harvests in Western states.
Yet, the foregoing discussion illustrates that the various idiosyncrasies of new and developing
markets can manifest themselves in both divergent and convergent year-over-year behavior. In
either case, the underlying factors driving the course of the U.S. Spot Index cannot be assumed
to be the same from one year to the next.
The continuing development of existing state markets and the opening of entirely new ones that
appear set to take place in 2018 ensures that a variety of novel forces absent from data recorded
in prior years will exert pressure on the national composite rate. Still, by assessing the actual
forward-looking arrangements, as well as the expectations of market participants, in addition to
taking cues from the historical behavior of wholesale cannabis prices in analogous situations
from prior years, the Implied Forward Curve provides a tool that can be employed by
stakeholders to manage wholesale price risk in a realm where change is one of the few constants.
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Implied Forward Curve for February through August 2018
The chart below illustrates the course of the U.S. Spot Index from July 2017 through January
2018, followed by the current assessment of Forward pricing through August 2018. At the time
of this writing, participants in state-legal wholesale cannabis markets expect supply side pricing
to ascend fairly steadily through the first half of the year and reach an annual peak in July. Such
behavior would be a departure from 2017, when the U.S. Spot Index peaked in the final week of
March, with monthly volume-weighted average prices highest in April.

Most of the potential drivers of wholesale price movement for the remainder of 2018 are
discussed in detail in Chapter 4, in the sections covering each of the major and secondary state
markets. Taken together and viewed from a national perspective, the primary factor leading
market participants to expect the U.S. Spot to rise and peak in July is the end of the current
“Transition Period” in California’s nascent licensed system. Beginning in July, retailers will
cease being allowed to sell their previously-existing inventory, acquired in 2017, and licensees
will be restricted to doing business only with those of the same type, whether adult-use or
medical. At the same time, required quality assurance and safety screenings of product will
become more stringent as the state’s phase-in of required testing progresses. Questions regarding
distribution and lab testing capacity, as well as general uncertainty as to how California’s
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licensed system will coalesce, have buyers and sellers in the Golden State expecting more
expensive supply side rates come summer.
Although market participants in the other major Western states generally see stable or declining
prices in the coming months, California weighs heavily on the overall national average due to the
size of the state’s market. Additionally, 2018 should see the development and establishment of
new adult-use and medical markets. While wholesale prices are typically high at the
commencement of sales in new markets - demand already exists, while the production of regular
and consistent supply can take some time to establish - it must be pointed out that the volumes
expected to be traded even in some not-yet-underway adult-use systems will be fairly miniscule
compared to those dealt in states with more advanced programs. Consequently, the opening of
adult-use sales in Massachusetts, which is expected to take place in July 2018, will likely see
high wholesale rates, but will have a relatively small impact on the U.S. Spot Index.
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5.4 Evolution of Quality Grading and Contracting
Standards for Evaluating and Assigning Grades of Quality
A critical aspect of the maturation of any commodity is the development, review, acceptance,
and industry adoption of standards for quality and grading. Every cannabis grower, processor
and buyer knows that cannabis is not simply cannabis; there are multiple species and thousands
of cultivars, referred to commonly as strains, each with a different genetic profile and
cannabinoid and terpene composition. Furthermore, even when genetically identical clones from
the same mother plant are grown under different conditions, they can produce flowers that can
vary discernibly in look, aroma, and cannabinoid and terpene profiles. Yet, agreed upon methods
for measuring and reporting quality against commonly accepted standard grades becomes a
catalyst for buyers and sellers to more rapidly arrive at an agreed upon price, with premiums or
discounts to a specific grade.
Over the course of the past few years, several industry organizations and associations have
launched initiatives to establish standards, covering a broad array of topics. Many of these
initiatives have been focused on process and operational standards as the basis for certifications
across a wide variety of designations, from sustainably or organically grown, to the use of fair
labor practices. Recently, interest has been building to work toward creating a common lexicon
and methodology for assessing and assigning quality grades. Among the groups leading the way
in this area is the International Cannabis Farmers Association (ICFA), which released a Grading
and Sorting Rubric for public comment in January 2018.
Within the ICFA’s Grading and Sorting Rubric, the major attributes and characteristics used to
measure and report quality, along with preliminary weighting for each factor, include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cannabinoid Profiles (5x)
Terpene Profiles (weighting TBD)
Moisture Level (1x)
Smell / Aroma (4x)
Color / Brightness (2x)
Ripeness and Trichome Gland Development (3x)
Manicure Quality (2x)
Structure and Density (2x)
Inflorescence (i.e., complete flower head) Size (1x)
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The ICFA Grading Rubric provides guidance on scoring across each of these attributes for three
classes of products: Dried Inflorescence, Dry Leaf Material, and Unprocessed Plant Material.
For example, guidance for grading the Cannabinoid Profile of Dried Inflorescence is shown in
the table below. The sample is assigned a Cannabinoid Profile grading between 1 and 5 points,
which is then multiplied by the attribute weighting, in this case 5, for a maximum of 25 points.
Poor Quality
(1 point)

[<12% THC] or
[<6% CBD &
<10%
Cannabinoids]

Below Market
Average

Market
Average

Above Market
Average

(2 points)

(3 points)

(4 points)

[≥12% THC] or
[≥6% CBD &
≥10%
Cannabinoids]

[≥16% THC] or
[≥8% CBD &
≥12%
Cannabinoids]

[≥20% THC] or
[≥10% CBD &
≥16%
Cannabinoids]

Optimal
(5 points)

[≥25% THC] or
[≥13% CBD &
≥20%
Cannabinoids]

As currently constructed, a perfect score across all attributes in the Dried Inflorescence Grading
Rubric would result in a maximum of 100 points. The final point tally is then converted into a
Quality Grading of AAA (90-100 points), AA (80-89 points), and A (70-79).
The ICFA framework, like other emerging initiatives, will need to complete rigorous peer review
and be pragmatic in its application. Standardized grades are not only important to spot market
buyers and sellers, they are also a requisite for developing standardized contracts, which
facilitate longer-term physical and financial arrangements, resulting in increased liquidity and
opportunities for hedging wholesale price risk. These topics are discussed immediately below in
the next two subsections.
Contracting Arrangements
The majority of contractual arrangements within U.S. cannabis markets are simple spot
contracts, with the price and volume being agreed upon, payment being made, and delivery being
completed, all within a few hours to a few days. At least two other contractual arrangements are
growing in usage and popularity: long-term supply contracts and forward arrangements.
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Long-term supply contracts are essentially several spot deals “stacked” or “pancaked” together
under a single contract. For example, an indoor cultivator with year-round production might
enter into a long-term supply contract with a processor or infused product maker for them to take
a specific volume, at a fixed price, each month for twelve months. Payments are made as the
product is delivered. The cultivator benefits by having a guaranteed revenue stream for all or a
portion of their annual yield, eliminating uncertainty regarding all or a portion of their cash flow.
The buyer benefits by having a guaranteed supply, eliminating uncertainty around the cost of
inputs for all or a portion of their projected need. Moreover, a long term contract provides a
buyer an opportunity to lock-in the supply of a specific strain, level of quality, or other particular
characteristic that they may desire for brand or product consistency. Additionally, long term
contracts can often contain provisions to address any number of situations that might arise, such
as counterparty risk (e.g., an inability to deliver agreed upon volumes).
Forward arrangements are similar to spot and long term contracts, but have greater variability in
terms of how the price is set. In all cases, a forward arrangement is an agreement today for
delivery at some point in the future. Payment may be made in advance or at the time of delivery.
Either way, the purchase price agreed to may be an exact dollar amount or, instead, a method or
formula for calculating the price at the time of delivery (e.g., indexed to a benchmark or other
factor like electricity prices). Forwards can provide buyers and sellers with benefits that differ
from long term contracts, such as sharing of some production cost risk or market price
uncertainty. Forward contracts always include the physical delivery of the product to the buyer.
Financial Contracts
A number of market participants are exploring more complex contractual arrangements - such as
futures, swaps, and options - that provide more direct risk sharing mechanisms. One key
difference between this class of contracts and those discussed above is that no physical product
changes hands in these arrangements - they only address financial exchanges.
Purely financial contracts or instruments have emerged at some point in the development of
nearly all commodity markets. Exactly when such an event occurs depends on the liquidity and
volatility of that market, as well as on the nature and number of third parties interested in
participating. Fundamentally, these contracts - or “derivatives” - are simply cannabis-related
transactions that are settled with money only; no physical cannabis is exchanged. One simple
example is insuring the price of a future harvest. Here, the insurer would pay the grower if
realized prices were below a selected value. Many different types of financial derivatives are in
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use today in agricultural commodities markets and the roles they play can be vital to growers,
distributors, processors, brokers, investors, lenders, and many others.
As these contracts have emerged in other markets, the term “commodity” tends to be used in a
fairly specific way; referring to a conceptual benchmark specification that market participants
use as a price reference. Thus, commoditization only refers to an industry converging on the use
of a common specification, not the elimination of actual product diversity as others have
suggested.2 One example is “Brent” crude oil, a standard specification that is referred to in the
world’s largest commodity market (~$2 trillion annual global production). The Brent commodity
specification dictates a certain specific gravity, sulphur content, and other characteristics, but
physical crude oil contains over 1,200 different components and isomers. Every well produces a
different quality oil, yet these can all be commonly priced using the reference commodity price,
plus or minus adjustments for measured quality differences.
Volume of financial transactions
Where financial instruments and markets have developed to support physical commodities
markets, it is the clear norm that the financial contracts show a higher trading volume than the
physical contracts, and that the physical contracts volumes are greater than the actual production.
In other words, the physical goods are bought and sold several times between production and
consumption.

2

California Growers Association, “An Emerging Crisis: Barriers to Entry in California Cannabis”, 19 February 2018, pg 9.
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The latter phenomenon should be somewhat intuitive; there are multiple physical transactions
that bring a single bushel of wheat from the seed vendor to the farmer to the trucker to the
elevator to the marketer to the barge captain to the miller to the baker. In this simple illustration,
there are already eight physical agents making transactions on a single bushel (8X production)
and that wheat has not yet reached a single food packager, wholesaler, retailer, or restaurant.3
Where the transportation and logistics chains are longer, these multiples can be even higher.
Just as the physical transactions are a multiple of the production volume, the financial
transactions are typically a multiple of the physical transaction volumes, as conservatively
estimated in the table above.4 The global coffee market provides an example of this since the
physical production volumes are well reported and there is an active market for coffee
derivatives, such as futures contracts on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE).5 Coffee futures
have been traded on various U.S. exchanges since 1882, and the current specification on the ICE
is known as the coffee “C” benchmark for arabica beans. Monthly transaction volumes for that
contract are shown in the graph below. Other exchanges also trade other coffee futures contracts,
most importantly the robusta coffee bean futures contract on the London exchange (LIFFE) and
an arabica bean contract on the Brazilian exchange (BMF).
Over the past five years, the average global production of commercial coffee beans has been
roughly 154 million bags, equivalent to
about 20.3 million pounds of beans.6 At
current wholesale prices the annual crop
has a value of just over $28 billion. While
the volume of futures transactions varies
greatly from month to month as seen in the
graph above, the five-year average
monthly volume on the ICE alone was
equivalent to 25.8 million pounds of
beans. Annualized, this represents 310,000
million pounds of beans; more than 15
times the actual physical production.

3

http://www.commodityfact.org/faqs/#q6

Trading multiples were estimated from samples of daily transaction volumes for those futures that hedge a single year of delivery. These
volumes were scaled up to 250 trading days, converted to appropriate physical volumes (e.g., bushels) and compared to annual US or global (for
coffee) production.
4

5
6

https://www.theice.com/products/15/Coffee-C-Futures
http://www.ico.org/new_historical.asp?section=Statistics
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The underlying futures market structure - in other words, which sector participants or other
actors are buying or selling these instruments - is complex and unique to each industry. In the
case of coffee, to achieve 15 times the underlying production volume, participation almost
certainly goes beyond the supply chain and includes players in the financial sector. These
participants might use futures to protect loans, tax revenues, or credit agreements, or simply to
speculate on movements in wholesale coffee prices over time. At the time of this publication, we
have found no evidence of cannabis futures, derivatives, or other cannabis-linked transactions
settled financially without physical delivery.
The current U.S. wholesale legal cannabis market is a fraction of the wholesale global coffee
market (almost $5.7 billion vs $28 billion annually), but the underlying physical flow of cannabis
is still significant when all the state volumes are combined. Given the current regulatory hurdles,
a single state’s cannabis market may offer a more meaningful comparison, and California’s
annual wholesale production value was on the order of $2.4 billion prior to legal adult
recreational sales, and growing exponentially.
Implications for Cannabis Markets
The observations in the earlier sections of this chapter, together with a sense of the role of
financial contracts, raise a number of unanswered questions about risk management. The most
obvious of these is the price risk facing producers. In short, what are growers going to do about
wholesale price risk?
California market participants are already grappling with such issues. California’s market has
arguably the largest exposure to the problem at the moment, as regulators and other stakeholders
undertake the herculean task of imposing new rules on a previously largely informal supply
chain that grew and developed over decades. On top of California’s extensive existing market,
adult-use legalization has already drawn new entrants to the state’s industry, who will contribute
to what is expected to be continually increasing volumes of product transacted within the new
licensed system. Among other specific issues, a few of the most pressing include:
● How will California growers grapple with fulfilling forward sales agreements in cases of
crop loss?
● How can production capacity expansion be planned when future sales prices are highly
uncertain, and how will lenders handle that risk?
● Will each entity that handles the product be taxed at each stage?
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Tools to manage this particular risk are not difficult to envision and the financial contracts that
would be used are not difficult to design. To move forward, however, market participants will
need to agree on some specification and grading issues, and select a platform on which the
financial contracts can be executed. That platform might someday be an exchange, but will more
likely emerge as something much simpler.
Whatever the form, that new mechanism will allow growers to solve some of the price risk issues
facing them, and will also foster expanded market participation and enhanced efficiency in
California, or elsewhere. Perhaps cooperatives or brokerages will play a key role here as they
have in other industries, since a regulatory solution for cannabis appears as if it will be much
slower to emerge due the product’s federal illegality. The dairy industry offers such a case study,
as we detailed on page 92. Another alternative would be a major financial institution - or
consortium of such entities - who would have the capital and risk-bearing capacity to launch a
tentative solution.
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6. What Else to Watch for in 2018
6.1 New Markets in 2018
Below, we call attention to selected new markets that are set to develop or begin sales for the
first time in 2018. The states are listed in the order in which new markets have opened or are
expected to open. We note when production and trading are set to begin, if they have not already,
as well as the anticipated scope of each market at its outset in terms of licenses and patients,
where applicable, as well as any factors unique to each state that might affect wholesale pricing
in unexpected ways. Finally, it is also possible that medical cannabis programs in Arkansas and
North Dakota could come online toward the end of 2018. Those markets will be quite small, with
only five and two production licenses to be issued, respectively.
Maryland
Dispensaries opened to patients in Maryland at the end of 2017, with the first retail sales in the
state’s new medical cannabis market taking place in early December. Eventually, 15 licensed
cultivators and the same number of processors will grow and produce product to supply roughly
100 storefronts. With a fairly broad list of qualifying conditions, patient counts in Maryland are
expected to be robust relative to some other medical cannabis programs on the East Coast. As of
November 2017, prior to sales beginning, about 18,000 patients had already registered for the
program.
While the number of supply-side licenses is relatively small, the production capacity of
cultivators is not restricted by plant count or canopy area, meaning that they can grow however
much is necessary to meet demand. Vertical integration is allowed, but not required. As
expected, supply was tight at the outset of sales, as initially only one cultivator was supplying
inventory to a handful of dispensaries.
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania’s medical cannabis market began sales to patients in February 2018. 12 businesses
have received licenses to cultivate cannabis and process it into extracts and infused products.
Notably, smokeable flower will not be available to patients under Pennsylvania’s program, of
which there were roughly 4,000 eligible to purchases product at the time of the first dispensary
openings.
Pennsylvania producers will supply 27 dispensary licensees, each of which is permitted to open
up to three storefronts. Due to the fact that flower and other plant material will not be changing
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hands wholesale - production licenses both cultivate cannabis and process their crops into
extractions and infused products - trading in Pennsylvania will not impact the U.S. Spot Index.
Cannabis Benchmarks intends to expand our price assessments in 2018 and track rates for
extracts and processed products in Pennsylvania and other markets.
Massachusetts
Massachusetts already has a functioning medical cannabis system, and adult-use sales are
expected to begin in July 2018. The new recreational market may be fairly small at its outset,
however, at least in terms of the number of licensed businesses that are operational to supply
product to the East Coast’s first adult-use system. As of the end of 2017, roughly two and a half
years since the first sales to patients in June 2015, only 19 Registered Medical Dispensaries
(RMDs) were open for business. RMDs in Massachusetts are vertically integrated, but can trade
wholesale between themselves.
Operational RMDs will be permitted to begin selling to the general adult public beginning in
July. However, given the slow pace at which RMDs have been approved in Massachusetts in
recent years - only ten new RMDs became operational in all of 2017 - it is possible that there
could be as few as 30 or so come July 2018. A relatively small number of vertically-integrated
businesses could very well be overwhelmed by demand early on, though the high prices that
would presumably follow such a situation may leave consumers searching for unregulated
avenues to obtain less expensive product.
Ohio
Ohio’s medical cannabis program could see sales begin in Q3 or Q4 of 2018, although
recently-raised issues in the process of scoring applications and awarding licenses could
potentially delay the start of operations. 24 total cultivation licenses have been issued, 12 small
ones that allow for up to 3,000 square feet of canopy and 12 large grow permits allowing for up
to 25,000 square feet of canopy. 40 processor licenses will also be available. Those cultivation
and processing licensees will supply 60 dispensaries.
As in Pennsylvania, smokeable flower will not be sold to patients, only extracts and infused
products will be available to end consumers. Vertical integration is allowed but not required. As
the number of processors to be permitted in Ohio is more than the number of growers, wholesale
trading of plant material will take place between unaffiliated cultivation and processing licenses.
However, since all plant material will be processed, wholesale flower feedstock prices in Ohio
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could eventually be lower than in Spot rates in other medical markets that have limited
production, but allow the sale of flower to patients.
Maine
Just like in Massachusetts, Maine voters approved a ballot initiative legalizing cannabis for
adult-use in November 2016. However, the road to bringing a commercial recreational cannabis
market to fruition has not proceeded as smoothly in Maine as it has in its New England neighbor.
Lawmakers initially imposed a moratorium on commercial adult-use cannabis sales until
February 2018 in order to give them time to develop legislation to implement the will of the
voters. A bill to implement the ballot initiative was formulated and passed by the legislature at
the end of 2017, but was vetoed by Governor Paul LePage. Modified legislation has been
developing and undergoing negotiations in the early weeks of 2018.
In the meantime, the moratorium has expired, but with no rules or administrative framework in
place to evaluate applications and issue licenses, only commercial medical cannabis activity is
effectively legal in Maine. Consequently, our price assessments for the state remain exclusively
medical and will continue to be categorized as such until regulated adult-use trading commences.
At this point, it appears possible that recreational sales may not begin until 2019.
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6.2 Implications of the Current Federal Disposition
U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions kicked off 2018 by rescinding the Cole Memorandum. The
Cole Memo was a guidance document issued to federal prosecutors under the Obama
administration that articulated a policy of non-enforcement of the Controlled Substances Act
(CSA) in regard to state-legal adult-use cannabis markets, so long as certain priorities - such as
preventing the diversion of product from states with legalization to those without it - were being
met. The rescission of the Cole Memo makes the federal climate ostensibly less favorable for
legal cannabis, but should not impact supply or demand in state-legal markets barring concrete
enforcement action.
While the rescission of the Cole Memo was certainly not comforting to or welcomed by
stakeholders in state-legal adult-use cannabis markets, that act alone did not do anything to
materially alter supply and demand in those systems. Wholesale trading continued apace and any
movement in supply side prices concurrent with the withdrawal of the Cole Memo was not
attributable to Sessions’ announcement. Cannabis businesses are accustomed to operating in a
realm of legal uncertainty, and it appears actual enforcement actions would have to take place for
wholesale prices to be affected by the continued conflict between federal and state statutes. At
this point, having experienced more than a year of the Trump administration, it is the opinion of
our analysts that attempting to predict forthcoming actions in regard to cannabis are largely
futile. In the realm of drug policy, decisions from members of the current administration
seemingly arise with little to no foundation in scientific or economic research, nor consideration
of the public’s opinion of cannabis legalization, which recent polls indicate is generally positive.
Regardless, it is possible that doing away with the Cole Memo could prompt Congress to enact
additional protections in federal statute for state-legal adult-use cannabis businesses. A rider
attached to federal spending legislation since 2014 has restricted the U.S. Department of Justice
(DOJ) from employing resources to prosecute medical cannabis businesses operating in
compliance with state laws. In the wake of Sessions’ announcement, there was discussion
amongst some in Congress that an analogous measure could be put in place to protect adult-use
systems as well. However, negotiations regarding appropriations legislation have been fraught,
with other issues apart from cannabis dominating the discussion.
Ultimately, the amendment preventing the DOJ from interfering with compliant businesses in
state-legal medical systems was included in a long-term spending measure, while one
safeguarding regulated adult-use cannabis activity was not. Overall, given the general
dysfunction characterizing the federal government recently, it is unlikely that any substantive
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advances in cannabis policy that would affect day-to-day operations for state-licensed businesses
will be made this year, despite introduction of and bipartisan support for several pro-cannabis
measures.
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6.3 Taxation Considerations in Wholesale Markets with High Volatility and Declining
Prices
Our observations of wholesale cannabis flower pricing over the course of nearly three years have
revealed that markets can be quite volatile, but that supply side rates are generally declining
overall, and can do so abruptly and rapidly when certain conditions are present. Sudden and
dramatic changes in the wholesale price of cannabis have presented a challenge to regulators
attempting to formulate approaches to taxing cultivators.
State and local governments want revenue from the industry, of course, to fund regulation and
other initiatives, but must be cognizant of ensuring that businesses can remain viable, while also
not inflating prices in regulated markets to the point that consumers seek out product from illicit
sources. The challenge of determining an optimal approach to taxation is further compounded by
the diversity of cannabis in terms of variety and quality, fundamentally different cultivation
methods with widely variable costs of production, and the numerous approaches to structuring
individual businesses, as well as state markets themselves.
In this section, we will discuss four primary approaches to supply side taxation being employed
currently in the nation’s adult-use cannabis markets, while also considering them in the context
of the quickly-changing wholesale price landscape. As just alluded to, diversity in and among
cannabis markets makes direct comparisons and judgments on the merits of each difficult, with
firm conclusions ultimately elusive at this early stage of legal market development. Still, certain
lessons are emerging, as well as pitfalls to avoid, that could be of use to stakeholders in new and
developing legal cannabis systems.
The first approach to levying taxes on cannabis producers was formulated in Colorado, with
Nevada largely following that state’s model beginning in July 2017, when adult-use sales
commenced in the latter. We discussed wholesale cannabis taxation in Colorado in depth in our
prior two special reports, as well as adjustments to the state’s tax scheme that were compelled by
quickly-sinking prices, but will provide a brief recounting of the primary takeaways here. In
Colorado and Nevada, a 15% excise tax is levied on the sales and internal transfers of cultivators.
Since both markets contain a significant amount of vertically-integrated businesses, state
officials calculate average market rates in order to be able to levy taxes on transfers made
internally by integrated operations where no cash is changing hands. Until August of 2017 in
Colorado and currently in Nevada, a cultivation operation’s tax burden was determined not by
taking 15% of its wholesale revenues, but by multiplying the total volume of product transferred
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or sold to other licenses by the average market rate for such product (flower, trim, wet whole
plants, or another category), then taking 15% of that result.
For roughly the first two and a half years of sales in Colorado, from 2014 into 2016, and still in
Nevada, this method appeared amenable to stakeholders generally. Wholesale prices remained
relatively high as growers who formerly supplied only medical patients worked to satisfy the
much greater demand of the adult-use market. However, supply side rates began plummeting in
Colorado in the latter half of 2016. The average market rate, which was at the time calculated
biannually, as it still is in Nevada, could not keep up with declining wholesale prices, with the
result that most growers were being taxed at proportionally greater rates than the 15% specified
in law.
In order to address this issue, Colorado lawmakers passed a measure in June 2017, which went
into effect that August, stating that the wholesale excise tax would be levied on the contract price
of a sale when the transaction took place between two unaffiliated businesses. In the case of
transfers between commonly-owned licenses, average market rates would still be used to
determine a business’ tax burden, but those rates would be assessed quarterly, rather than only
twice a year. Presumably, this would make them more representative of current wholesale
pricing. Again, supply side rates in Nevada have held relatively steady so far after the beginning
of adult-use sales in July of last year, but expanding production could lead to policy makers in
that state confronting the same issues as their counterparts in Colorado.
Another approach to taxation employed by regulators in adult-use markets can be found in
California and Alaska. Both states levy a flat tax by weight on product sold by cultivators. In
California, growers pay $9.25 in tax for each ounce of flower sold ($148 per pound), whereas
Alaskan cannabis farmers are subject to a levy of $50 per ounce ($800 per pound). Clearly,
lawmakers in each state took into account - to the extent that they were able - the relative
wholesale prices at which cannabis was being traded in illicit and gray markets that had
developed under medical legalization in order to come to very different initial tax rates.
In the case of flat taxation by weight, it is clear that falling wholesale prices will over time take
an increasing proportion of cultivator revenues. If not adjusted based on current supply side
rates, such taxes could threaten the viability of businesses by making it difficult for them to
achieve and maintain profitability. This approach to taxation could also artificially inflate retail
product prices - as wholesale sellers maintain higher rates to protect margins - and potentially
push consumers to seek out supply from illicit channels. Indeed, just a bit over a year after
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adult-use sales began in Alaska, cannabis farmers in that state were clamoring for the tax to be
revisited in light of declining wholesale prices. Early in 2018, the Alaska Marijuana Control
Board (AMCB), which oversees the state’s adult-use market, approved and sent a resolution to
the state legislature requesting that the flat tax be done away with and replaced by a
percentage-based levy to be collected at the point of retail sale. A similar change took place in
Washington State in mid-2015, when a 37% tax at the point of retail sale replaced a system in
which producers, processors, and retailers were each taxed 25%.
California’s regulated market only just opened at the beginning of this year, making any
assessments of the effects of the state’s approach to taxation premature. Still, some industry
groups in the state have already lobbied officials with claims that the cultivation tax is too
onerous based on current market prices, with the topic sure to be reexamined as the Golden
State’s licensed system develops and matures.
A third approach to taxing cannabis production is currently underway on the local level in
California, in municipalities such as the counties of Humboldt and Monterey. In those
jurisdictions, and others, officials are levying taxes on cannabis cultivators according to the
square footage of the canopy of one’s crop. In Humboldt County, each individual grow type is
subject to a different tax rate. Indoor, mixed-light, and outdoor cannabis farmers pay levies of
$3, $2, and $1 per square foot, respectively. Meanwhile, Monterey County cultivators are subject
to a tax rate of $15 per square foot, which is scheduled to increase to $25 per square foot by
2021, illustrating the wide range of such levies even within a single state. Monterey County
regulations only permit commercial cannabis cultivation on sites that were formerly home to
greenhouses in which traditional crops were grown. Other local jurisdictions in California have
also set similar taxes at various rates, including ones as high $25 and $50 per square foot.
Again, while regulated cannabis commerce in California is still in its early stages, the
just-discussed approach to taxation is already posing difficulties for businesses and officials. In
Humboldt County, the tax was imposed via voter approval of a ballot measure in late 2016,
which stated that an operation’s tax burden was to be calculated according to the canopy area
actually being grown in any given year. However, in 2017, local officials decided to levy the tax
simply according to the canopy area permitted by one’s license type, whether the entirety, or any
of it, was utilized or not. As a result, farmers that obtained their local permits in 2017 received
tax bills based on the canopy area permitted by their license or licenses, whether or not they
brought in a harvest. This approach could see a legal challenge in the near future, as some have
alleged that Humboldt County officials altered a voter-approved measure improperly.
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The current situation in Humboldt also raises the question of how - or whether - such a tax could
or should be applied in cases of crop loss due to natural disaster, such as the wildfires that swept
through several regions of California in 2017. Additionally, imposing a canopy tax based on the
area of one’s permit, rather than the area actually farmed, would presumably motivate cultivators
to maximize production. Such an outcome is likely not particularly desirable to state or local
officials in California, who hope that regulating cannabis cultivation can minimize its
environmental impacts. Increased production also fosters oversupply conditions. In a state where
cannabis farming is already incredibly prolific, this could lead to diversion of product from the
regulated system if wholesale prices dip too low for businesses to remain viable. However,
viewed from the perspective of regulators, levying a canopy tax based on the area of an
operation’s permit is much more efficient than sending inspectors to every licensed cultivator in
a local jurisdiction in order to measure how much canopy is being grown. Indeed, such an
undertaking is likely not feasible in Humboldt County, which expects to eventually license
thousands of cannabis growers, who are spread out over a large area of remote and rugged
terrain.
Finally, the fourth approach to taxing cannabis production is simply not to do so, as is the case in
both Washington State and Oregon. As we noted earlier, Washington officials originally
instituted a three-tiered tax system that imposed levies of 25% on each step of the supply chain,
but did away with that approach roughly a year after the first adult-use sales began. Currently,
the only state-level taxation taking place in the Pacific Northwest states is a percentage-based tax
levied at the point of retail sale. Oregon takes 17% of each retail purchase, while such
transactions are taxed at a rate of 37% in Washington.
Notably, even in the absence of the burden of state taxation, cultivators in both Washington and
Oregon are reported to be struggling as wholesale prices fall to historic lows. The markets of
both states are horizontally integrated for the most part. Washington’s rules prohibit integration
between production side businesses and retailers. Such business structuring is permitted in
Oregon, but it is not the norm currently.
Quickly-changing, and generally falling, wholesale prices in state-legal adult-use cannabis
markets present a difficult challenge to officials attempting to determine fair tax policy that funds
industry regulation, keeps licensees viable, and does not inflate prices to the point that consumers
are driven away from obtaining product from the regulated market. The approaches to taxation
that have been formulated and implemented thus far all possess both merits and drawbacks, with
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Colorado lawmakers already having to make revisions to the manner in which levies on
cultivators in the state are calculated. Again, the diversity in market structures between states, as
well as that of businesses themselves and the product being generated, makes it nearly
impossible to draw blanket conclusions as to whether one of the tax methods discussed is
superior to another. Looking ahead to a future in which cannabis is legalized federally in the
U.S., such diversity could make the prospect of formulating a nationwide approach to taxation
particularly challenging, as Canadian lawmakers are already finding.
One conclusion that can be drawn is the importance of flexibility; taxes on cultivation or
wholesale production must be adaptable as the country’s still-young state markets develop. It is
generally agreed that as adult-use cannabis systems mature, wholesale prices will fall due to
increased, more efficient production, as well as the elimination of the risk that comes with illicit
operations, and regulators and stakeholders should plan for this eventuality. Developing tax law
that is excessively rigid - or that cannot be changed without significant effort by state or local
officials, as in the case of taxes adopted via voter-approved ballot measures - will raise
difficulties for regulators, who may be forced back to the drawing board or to spend significant
amounts of time and effort crafting and passing new legislation. For license holders, flexibility is
crucial so that their businesses are not subject to excessive taxation - as in Colorado in the
second half of 2016 and the first half of 2017 - and do not have to spend time and funds lobbying
officials for desired changes.
Finally, generally declining wholesale cannabis prices could result in shrinking tax revenues
collected from producers, although increased buying by retail consumers responding to lower
prices could provide some counterbalance. Even in the case of flat taxation by weight or canopy
area, falling supply side rates could lower tax collections by causing businesses to scale back
production, go under, or otherwise exit the market. In Colorado, the state’s receipts from the
excise tax on wholesale transfers in the adult-use sector of the market have declined since the
changes discussed above have been implemented. Monthly tax collections from this levy from
September 2016 through August 2017 averaged a bit over $6.1 million. The period just defined
corresponds with wholesale trading executed from August 2016 through July 2017, the 12
months prior to the implementation of the adjustments outlined in this section when wholesale
prices were falling rapidly. Since those changes in taxation have gone into effect, Colorado has
collected, on average, over $5.7 million monthly, from the wholesale excise tax on adult-use
cultivators. Lawmakers should also take this into account, as the temptation to overtax
businesses can be mitigated if corresponding expenditures based on overly rosy tax receipt
projections are not already budgeted.
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7.

Assessment Methodology

This chapter describes the Assessment Methodology behind Cannabis Benchmarks®, a division
of New Leaf Data Services, LLC. Price assessments are published weekly, on Friday, unless
there is a public holiday, in which case we publish the following business day.
BENCHMARKS
We publish a variety of standardized wholesale benchmark price assessments, including:
U.S. Cannabis Spot Index - This benchmark is an assessment of the national spot price paid to
cultivators, pre-tax, for the week, for one pound of a generic strain with homogenized potency of
THC and CBD.
U.S. Cannabis Implied Forward - This benchmark is an assessment of the national forward
wholesale transactional price that buyers are agreeing to pay, prepaying, or would be willing to
pay cultivators, pre-tax, this week, for one pound of a generic strain with homogenized potency
of THC and CBD, to be delivered in the future. The U.S. Cannabis Implied Forward is linked to
the spot market and is derived from data polled by market participants, and informed by their
outlook for wholesale prices, which reflect multiple independent views of supply and demand
market fundamentals, such as the timing and amount of new cultivation capacity coming online.

COLLECTION OF PRICE DATA
At Cannabis Benchmarks®, our goal is to capture a high percentage of buy/sell wholesale
transactions across local cannabis markets. We gather data from three primary sources: our Team
of in-the-field price reporters who are in constant contact with cultivators and dispensaries across
the country; transactions submitted by licensed market participants who are members of our
Price Contributor Network; and data provided in partnership with exchanges, marketplaces,
brokers, vendors and associations. Our transaction data, and transacting sources, remain
confidential and secure so industry participants can report transaction details to us with complete
confidence.
We routinely gather and assess prices on 12 to 17 markets, depending upon market liquidity and
statistical significance of the sample. Our price assessments reflect hundreds of transactions and
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thousands of pounds of wholesale flower from across the legal wholesale markets. Some legal
markets, such as Montana, are vertically integrated and do not have a legally functioning
wholesale market and are not incorporated into our national assessments. Other legal markets,
such as Maine, are also vertically integrated, but have provisions allowing wholesale transactions
among participants and are incorporated into our national assessments.
About half of our team originates from the cannabis and hemp sector and brings expertise in
cultivation and wholesale markets. The other half of our Team originates from the commodity
data services sector, and brings deep experience in price assessments in energy, metals,
petrochemicals and agricultural products to the cannabis industry. Our assessments are
developed using the same statistical/econometric methods and analysis successfully deployed in
every other agricultural market.
As the availability of pricing data grows and becomes more stable, we will publish differentials
for varying potencies, strains, locations, and other quantitative and qualitative factors that
influence wholesale prices. We continue to explore different ways to illustrate statistics related to
the robustness of our assessments, and we sincerely value the confidence that the market and our
customers have placed in us.

ASSESSMENT PROCESS
For each benchmark, we start by eliminating transaction data points representing the highest 5%
of prices and the lowest 5% of prices, unless there are fewer than 60 transactions, in which case
all transactions are included, excluding statistical outliers in either case. The benchmark is then
calculated using a volume weighted average approach and using multiple regression techniques
for trending or isolating key variables.
Within a benchmark, when the number of completed transactions falls below 40, bid-ask
midpoints are added to the pool of data points used in the calculation of the assessment.

VOLATILITY CALCULATION
Volatilities are calculated as the annualized standard deviation of the log price changes over the
historical period. The volatility analysis in this report uses the entire 2016 and 2017 history of
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weekly prices providing 51 log price changes for each year (equivalent to percentage price
changes). The annualization factor used was 7.21 (the square root of 52) which adjusts the
standard deviation from weekly to annual, the most common volatility metric.

ABOUT PRICE REPORTING AGENCIES
Brokers, exchanges and marketplaces have a symbiotic relationship with independent, third party
Price Reporting Agencies (PRAs) in every commodity market - and this naturally extends to
cannabis. PRAs, like Cannabis Benchmarks®, are independent objective assessors of price. PRAs
do not buy, sell, trade or otherwise take positions in the commodities that they assess; but rather
use statistical methods to analyze, assess and establish price benchmarks that are then published
for the education and use of market participants, analysts and investors.
Additionally, PRAs provide markets with price transparency, which creates market efficiency,
particularly in opaque markets, like cannabis, where most deals are conducted
bi-laterally—essentially in secret—between a buyer and seller. The price transparency created by
PRAs promotes competition and facilitates market efficiency, which benefits the long-term
interest of all market participants, including brokers, marketplaces and exchanges.

DISCLAIMER
Cannabis Benchmarks® uses analytical methods similar to those employed by Price Reporting
Agencies assessing spot prices in other commodity markets. Nevertheless, cannabis markets are
characterized by opaqueness and variable liquidity. While we rely on quantitative methods as
much as possible, data can be sparse and unreliable; therefore, from time-to-time, components of
our assessment process, in whole or in part, may be based upon judgment and opinion. New Leaf
Data Services makes no representation or warranty as to the results to be obtained by market
participants who elect to use Cannabis Benchmarks® prices and indices as the basis for
transactions.
Contact us at:
1-888-502-7298
Support@CannabisBenchmarks.com
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